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Summer Miscellany

1 [ARCHITECTURAL & FURNITURE DESIGN]. A series of designs including, a pier glass, a
wall glass, five wall shelves, including four with mirror backs; two overmantel, three fireplaces with
matching overmantels and a detail of a fireplace surround. [London?], 1880s. £ 1,250

12 sheets [37.5 x 28 cm], pencil and watercolour designs with some pan and ink detailing also costings in code on verso for materials
and retail price, (some dust soiling and damage to edges, but not affecting the designs); contained in a cloth portfolio.

A fine group of designs, anonymous except for the initial ‘W.D.’ and ‘S. & S.’ pencilled at the foot of several sheets. 
The watercolours are of a fine quality and clearly intended for expensive taste and larger houses at the top end of
the market. Each of the designs are populated with an interesting variety of porcelain, much blue & white ware,
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clocks, etc. that doubtless gave prospective clients a better idea of how any completed work would translate in
practice.
The inclusion of Adam revival fireplaces, with the addition of more aesthetic and lighter gilded or ebonised
woodwork, would place the watercolours probably to the mid 1880s.

2 ARLISS, John. ARLISS’ HIEROGLYPHICAL BIBLE, With four hundred embellishments on
wood. London: Printed for Whittingham and Arliss. Paternoster Row. 1814. £ 250

12mo, pp. [i]-iv, 5-106, [2] ‘Books recently published…’; in the original pictorial printed boards, rebacked.

A neatly produce pictorial Bible for children.
‘John Arliss, of Gutter-lane, Cheapside, London, celebrated
as one of the most elegant printers of his time. Mr. Arliss
likewise possessed a considerable taste in embellishing
juvenile works with wood engravings, and in conjunction
with Mr. Whittingham, may be said to nave largely
contributed to the revival of the beautiful in the art of
printing [the partnership being dissolved in December 1819].
When residing in Newgate-street, Mr. Arliss established the
Pocket Magazine, which attained a very extensive circulation.
Besides his concern in Newgate-street, he had previously
been engaged in business with Messrs. Whittingham,
Huntsman, Kuevett, &c.; but like Didot, of Paris, the profits
of Mr. Arliss’s speculations did not keep pace with the
approbation of the public. For some years, he had been in ill
health; and through this, with other circumstances, he left a
family of five young children totally unprovided for.’ [The
Monthly Magazine: or, British Register Vol. 59 p. 287.]
OCLC records only microform copies.

An I r i s h  Me r chan t s  Tables  -  No  o t h e r  c o p y  l o c a t e d

3 BARRETT, Phineas. TABLES OF SEVERAL EUROPEAN EXCHANGES… Shewing, By
Inspection, the Value of any Sum of Money in all the principle places of Europe, at different Prices to
which the Courses of Exchange may rise and fall. And Describing in what money, real or imaginary,
Books and Accounts are usually kept, and Bills are Drawn at each Place, with the Pail Method of
Calculation by the Rule of Three. Also Tables equating the Monies of the different provinces of Spain
with each other. To which is prefixed, An account of Usances, or Times at which Bills are drawn, from
several Places, together with the Days of Grace, allowed in each. London: Printed and Sold by F. Blyth,
No. 2, Queen’s-Head-Alley, Pater-noster-Row. 1782. £ 1,500

FIRST EDITION, SECOND ISSUE. 4to, pp. [2], xvi,
[1] 23 [1], 26-1044; original sprinkled calf, spine in six
compartments divided by raised bands, one with red label lettered
in gilt, head and foot of spine worn or chipped, and joints cracked.

Phineas. Barrett, an Irish Merchant, had been a cashier
or clerk of the bank of Congreve and Barker as part of
the Lisbon Factory in Portugal during the 1730s. In
1752 he is recorded as secretary to Lord Tyrawley, His
Majesty’s Minister Plenipotentiary at Lisbon, and later as
the appointed superintendent in charge of the
distribution of all the cargoes during the aftermath of
the Lisbon Earthquake of 1756. 
According to the ‘Patent’ at the beginning this work,
which is not present in the first issue, Phineas. Barrett
‘hath spent Seventeen Years Study calculated and
prepared for the Press.’ This would put the origination
of the work to about 1754 just before the Earthquake
two years later. The work was first published in 1771
and was clearly issued by subscription in several parts.
There it contained a list of some 150 subscribers, almost
all merchants and bankers, the majority in Lisbon and
London but others in Cadiz and also across the Atlantic
in South Carolina. 
Works of such complexity were both expensive to set
and prone to error, the resetting of the type would have
been very costly so it was probably thought worthwhile
to run off the press several extra copies. At 42s the
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work was possibly difficult to sell after the initial subscription. The publishers still had sheets a decade later and
bound up the remaining few sheets, together with a new title and a fairly compelling warning against infringing the
author and publishers patent to clear the stock.
The work is in any case rare, once no longer of use it was probably simply destroyed, four copies of the 1771
edition and no copy noted of this 1782 issue.

In t e r e s t i n g  As s o c i a t i o n  Copy

4 [BEARDSLEY, Aubrey]. POPE, Alexander. THE RAPE OF THE LOCK. An Herio-Comical
Poem in Five Cantos, Written by Alexander Pope, embroidered with nine drawings by Aubrey Beardsley.
London: Leonard Smithers, Arundel Street, MDCCCXCVI [1896]. £ 950

4to, pp. [16], 47, [1] imprint; 7 plates and 2
illustrations to text; some spotting; original
decorative blue cloth, bevelled edges.

A fine presentation copy with an ALS from
Beardsley’s mother dated August 6th [1897]
to Dr Phillips who was treating Aubrey
during the latter part of that year.
Marc-André Raffalovich, Beardsley’s friend
and mentor provided the ailing artist with
his doctor who then practised from John
Street, Mayfair. He had Beardsley moved to
Paris where Dr Phillips attended on him
and according to surviving letters by
Beardsley, his mother visited Dr Phillips in
early August probably to get an update on
Beardsley progress. She then wrote to
Phillips with this note ‘Here is my dear
boy’s book, I know how pleased he would
be that you should have it. We none of us
forget your goodness to me…’ Beardsley
succumbed the following year aged just 25,
to the tuberculosis that had affected him
from the age of seven.

5 BELLA, Edward. A COLLECTION OF POSTERS. The Illustrated Catalogue of the First
Exhibition. Royal Aquarium London: Royal Aquarium [Printed by Strangeways, London. Bound by Fisher
& Son] 1894. £ 385

Tall 8vo, pp. 39 [1] blank; 41-48 ‘Appendix’ & ‘Prices’ 20 half-tone plates; list of Honorary Committee browned due to
contemporary inserts; original decorative printed orange wrappers; including two advertisements loosely inserted for Ed. Sargo Gallery in
Paris.

One of the first attempts to market
posters as an art form.
‘In October 1894. a show with the
lengthy title “The First International
Artistic Periodical Poster
Exhibition” opened at the
Westminster Aquarium in London.
The collector Edward Bella had
organized the show-which was
dominated by French posters, in
accord with his own taste. Bella had
appointed Toulouse-Lautrec to head
the French section, which featured
19 works by Cheret. 21 by Steinlen.
and 20 by Toulouse-Lautrec himself.
While the exhibition was a success in
terms of attendance, the venue was
not exactly the most reputable as the
Aquarium was known mainly for
lowbrow entertainment and seedy
spectacles. It is possible that many of
the visitors were less interested in
the posters than in the various side-
shows, which included
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singing donkeys, a boxing kangaroo, and “Zulima the Female Samson.” Several critics cited the dour mood and lack
of sophisticated colorism in the English posters, which by all reports paled in comparison with the French works.
Nonetheless, this exhibition inaugurated a series of similar shows in England devoted to the an of the
poster.’[Stephen Eskilson Graphic Design: A New History, p. 76) 
The introduction by Joseph Thacher Clarke, one of the instigators of the exhibition, begins enthusiastically ‘A
collection of posters! saved or torn from the horridness - posters plucked from the pasting, as it were! nothing less
than this. And this Collection of Posters exhibited in an Aquarium - of all place’s’ Clarke identifies that ‘Among the
younger men, de Toulouse-Lautrec stand pre-eminent for tremendous force, and one might say ruthlessness of
characterisation.’ British Poster art was still to gain ground ‘Here in England something has been attempted in this
field; but the point of view is still so near that any attempt to define the degrees of individual success and failure
might be invidious.’ 
Bella acted as an agent for many of the artists and at the end of the work is a loosely inserted and price list with
Toulouse-Lautrec priced from 80 shillings for Le Moulin Rouge to 2 shillings for Malt Coffee.
Included with the catalogue is an original woodcut announcement which Valloton personally designed for his 1894
poster and print exhibition held at the most famous of Belle Epoch galleries, Eduard Sagot, in Paris. Boldly printed
in black, showing an excited mob of collectors rushing to gaze upon a freshly stuck poster - which the mob
overshadows, feverish to see the work of one of the most famous Art Nouveau era artists. This insert, together
with a flyer for Sagot’s gallery were probably picked up at the Aquarium exhibition.
OCLC: 628188.

6 BENNETT, Charles Henry. THE BOOK OF BLOCKHEADS. How and what they shot, got;
said, had; fought, followed; gave, sold; hunted, governed; mended, built; kissed, played; lived, drank;
whipped and watched. How they did, and what they did not. London: Sampson Low, Son and Co. 47,
Ludgate Hill. 1863. £ 125

FIRST EDITION. 4to, pp. iv, 54, [2] advertisements; additional woodcut title, frontispiece and 26 plates; original red cloth
decorated in blind and gilt, ink stain to foot of upper cover.

A neatly produced alphabet book in which Bennett
provides text and an illustration for each letter given
over to such subjects as Alfred the Archer, Ben the
Butcher, Charley the Captain through to Zephaniah the
Zany.
Bennett ‘was born on 26 July 1828 at Tavistock Court,
Covent Garden, London, the son of Charles Bennett
and his wife, Harriet. He seems to have been self-
taught as a draughtsman on wood, but by 1855 his
sketches were appearing in Diogenes, a comic paper, and
the Comic Times. In 1856 his ‘Studies in Darwinesque
development’ and the ‘Shadows’ series of caricatures in
Henry Vizetelly’s Illustrated Times became very popular.
His drawings were also engraved on wood for the
Illustrated London News in 1857 and 1866, and the
Cornhill Magazine in 1861, and he worked for other
popular papers, including Good Words in 1861, London
Society from 1862 to 1865, and Comic News between
1863 and 1865, as well as various children’s papers
including Every Boy’s Magazine from 1864 to 1865, and
Beeton’s Annuals in 1866. Bennett illustrated several
books, the most famous of which was his edition of
Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s Progress (1859), published by
Longmans thanks to the help of Charles Kingsley …
Bennett joined Punch in February 1865, contributing
over 230 drawings in the two years before his death,
the most famous of which were his parliamentary
drawings for the “Essence of Parliament” series.’
[ODNB]
Edmund King, Victorian Decorated trade Bindings No. 11
but with a miscounting of the plates.

An Exhib i t o r s  Exh ib i t ?

7 BERTHAUD, Michel. EXPOSITION UNIVERSELLE 1878 B. H. Berthaud Photo-Lithographe
9 rue du Cadet. [1878]. £ 3,500

Oblong Folio, 30 Heliogravure plates [395 × 570 mm. image size 260 × 360 mm]; original pebble grain brown cloth, the upper
cover lettered in gilt, some scuffs and abrasions

A superb album of large scale views of this important Paris Exposition. 
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In all probability the album was used as an Exposition piece by Michel Berthaud (1845-1912) for we have been
unable to trace another copy or indeed examples of the prints in any public collection.
Michel Berthaud was active from 1864 and by 1870 he was head of the Maison Hélios at 9 Rue Cadet in Paris.
Together with his brother he expanded the business and opened several more French branches to the business
during the 1870 and 1880s. Michel Bethaud won a silver medal at the 1878 exposition and gold at the 1889
Exposition Universelle from which date the business was renamed Berthaud Frères. 
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The plates are as follows:

1- Administration des Forest, Chalet Forestier, 2- Pavillon des Gardes, 3- Administration des Forest, Chalet
Forestier, 4 - Pavillon des la Ville de Paris, 5 - Pavillon des la Ville de Paris , 6 - Facade de la section Autrichienne, 7
- Facade du Pavillon de Beaux-Art, 8 - Pavillon des Beaux-Art, 9 - Entre du Pavillon des Beaux-Art, 10 - Panorama
du Trocadero, 11 - Parc du Champ de Mars, 12 - Parc du Champ de Mars, 13 - Palias du Trocadero, 14 - Palais du
Champ de Mars, 15 - Palais du Champ de Mars, 16 - Façade de la Section Anglaise, 17 - Vue du Palais du
Trocadero, 18 - Vue de la Rue des Nations, 19 - Façade de la Section Portugaise, 20 - Façade de la Section des Pays-
Bas, 21 - Section Norvegienne, 22 - Façade de la section Belge, 23 - Façade de la section Americaine, 24 - Section
Italienne Exterieure, 25 - Vestibule d’Honneur, 26 - Section Estrangeres, 27 - Section Espagnole, 28 - Section
Italienne, 29 - Section Russe, 30 - Façade de la section Chinoise.

8 [BINDING]. LONDON ALMANACK. For the Year of Christ, 1792. London: Printed for the
Company of Stationers, [1791]. £ 385

24mo, pp. [24]; 57 × 34 mm. (2¼ × 1½ inches); engraved throughout, including a segmented plate ‘The Guildhall, London’ covering
4 pp., and engraved by Carter; original red morocco in a ‘Venetian’ style, the upper and lower covers profusely decorated in a strapwork
design with coloured red and blue coloured onlays; contained in the original, similarly decorated, slipcase.

A very fine copy of this deluxe example of the popular London Almanack. See Bondi p. 40 & 164.
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9 BINET, René. ESQUISSES DÉCORATIVES. Préface de Gustave Geffroy. Paris, Librairie
Centrale des Beaux-Arts, [n.d., c. 1905]. £ 875

Folio, pp. [ii], 14, [2]; 60 plates printed in black or sepia, of which 16 are pochoir coloured, 43 text illustrations; some plates soiled
and occasionally abraded in the lower margins; loose as issued in publisher’s cloth backed decorative portfolio; a little spotted.

This fine portfolio and a splendid source work of contemporary taste, containing designs for jewellery, ceramic tiles,
weather vanes, electric light fittings, furniture, stained glass, shop fronts and much else besides. 
René Binet was appointed designer to the Porte Monumentale of the Paris Universal Exhibition of 1900, he was
much influenced by Ernst Haeckel’s studies of marine organisms which he used as inspiration for many of his
decorative motifs. 

10 BRIGGS, John, Editor. THE
LONSDALE MAGAZINE or Provincial
repository for the year 1820 [-1822]
comprising Topographical and biographical
Sketches, critiques upon new works, literary,
Scientific, and philosophical essays, original
poetry, entertaining tales and anecdotes
commercial and miscellaneous Intelligence etc.
Forming a pleasing variety of useful and
elegant Reading … Vol. I [-III]. [All
Published]. Kirby Lonsdale: printed and
published by A. Foster. 1820 [-22].      £ 1,850

FIRST EDITION. Three volumes, 8vo pp. iv, 566; iv
476; iv, 475, [1] ‘directions to the binder’; 27 aquatints
including one hand-coloured, one geological map, hand
coloured in outline, hand-coloured engraving of a ‘Tea
Plant’ a folding printed genealogical table and an wood
engraved plate; some offset foxing from plates; Vol I & II ,
contemporary half calf, spines decorated in clind and lettered
in gilt Vol. III original decorative cloth.

An uncommon Regency periodical edited and
largely contributed to by John Briggs (1788-1824).
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The format of each issue normally included ‘Beauties of the North’ a series of descriptive articles of the most
important families and their country houses; a biographical sketch of a prominent local and numerous short notices
and reprints. By volume two Briggs had begun a series of ‘Letters from the Lakes’ a topographical guide to the
district. For the third volume he had added two further series on ‘Westmoreland as it was’ and ‘Tales of the Lake’ in
which Briggs gathered together the strange and weird happenings of the district often in local dialect.
‘Owing to financial instability and his failure to procure support for volume 2, John Briggs could not find a
publisher for volume III, this he had to publish himself from the offices of the Kendle Gazette, of which he was at
that time editor’ (Bicknell).
Peter Bicknell, The Picturesque Scenery of the Lake District 1752-1855, 1990, Item 96; OCLC: 1695830.

11 [BRIGHTON]. THE STRANGER’S GUIDE IN BRIGHTON. Being a Complete Companion to
that Fashionable Watering Place and the Rides and Drives in the Vicinity. Brighton: W. Saunders, St.
James’s Street 1842. £ 225

8vo, pp. 93 [1] index; two engraved plates; original printed green paper wrappers; neatly
inscribed on upper cover ‘Hy. Law 1842’.

An unrecorded issue of this pocket guide to Brighton. 
This example was published just after arrival of the London & Brighton Railway
in 1841 which was to bring the watering place within the reach of day-trippers
from London and consequently a change of emphasis on the towns popularity.
Chapters encouraging the visitor to take a sightseeing tour around the Pavilion,
squares, streets, the Chain Pier, even the new Poor House and the Gas work
were not exempt from healthy perambulations. An extensive description of the
Frederick Struve’s German Spa Water is given with details of each of the so
named Carlbad, Ems, Kreutzbrunnen of Marienbad this last ‘acts more
immediately and more powerfully upon the bowels.’ Struve, a research chemist
from Saxony, had invented a machine that reproduced the characteristics of
natural mineral water using chemicals. Heaven knows what was in the waters
but he had a very successful business which had probably peaked by 1842, all
was not lost for he converted his spa water into bottled fizzy drinks. 
At the end of the work Saunders gathered a long list of physicians and surgeons
ready to help the invalid into the sea, or not as the case may be. Also an
alarming number of Ladies Schools, Schools for Gentlemen, drawing schools
and riding masters are tabulated at the end of the work, indicating no doubt why
Dickens chose Brighton to educate his Florence and Paul Dombey.
Not in OCLC.

12 [BRITISH NAVY]. JACK THE SAILOR’S SHORE-GOING DIAGRAMS, of a Late
Experimental Cruise. London: [Ackermann & Co.] Maudsley, Litho. 3 Wellington St, Strand. [1844].

£ 1,250
Small oblong 8vo [18 x 11cm.], pp. 16; 18 hand-coloured lithograph plates; contemporary black half calf, some chipping to foot of
spine.

This comic work was intended to lampoon the sea trials of an Experimental Squadron conducted by the British
Navy in the autumn of 1844.
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The naval trials came about during Sir William Symonds’ (1782-1856) period as ‘Surveyor of the Navy’ when an
acrimonious three-cornered debate ensued between his ‘empirical’ school of thought, the ‘scientific’ school based
on the first School of Naval Architecture (closed down in 1832), and the ‘traditional’ school centred round a
number of Master Shipwrights from the Royal Dockyards.
The ships that contended in the Naval Trials in this skit are HMS Albion depicted by Britannia on a white stead;
HMS St Vincent as a bishop on a bull; HMS Caledonia as a witch on a donkey; and the HMS Queen as Victoria on
an elephant. The first trials were conducted in 1844 when HMS Queen performed very badly and this is in all
probability why the artist has depicted the ship as Victoria bestriding an elephant. These trails continued into 1845
but were deemed inconclusive and Symonds resigned. The trials were in any case of little use really as the
introduction of ironclad steamships made much preceding naval design redundant.
A long review of the work is given in The Literary Gazette, 22 February 1845 but being topical and ephemeral the
book has become very scarce.

OCLC locates copy at the British Library only.

13 BRITTON, John. CATALOGUE RAISONNÉ OF THE PICTURES BELONGING TO THE
MOST HONOURABLE THE MARQUIS OF STAFFORD IN THE GALLERY OF CLEVELAND
HOUSE. Comprising a List of the Pictures, with illustrative anecdotes and descriptive accounts of the
execution, composition, and characteristic merits of the principal Paintings. London, Longman, Hurst
Rees, and Orme, Paternoster-Row; and for the Author. 1808. £ 225

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. viii, 147, [13]; engraved frontispiece and an engraved ‘Plan of the Suite of Rooms on the first floor.’
uncut in original boards, spine with original printed label; minor damage to head of spine.

The first picture gallery was added to Cleveland House by the Duke of Bridgewater in 1797. He left the house and
collection to his nephew, who became the Marquis of Stafford; he added a second picture gallery in 1805-6, after
designs by C.H. Tatham. 
Herrmann, pp. 142, 432.

14 BURGES, William. ARCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS. London, William Clowes and Sons, 1870.
£ 1,850

FIRST EDITION. Imperial folio, pp. [vi], 29, with 75 lithographic plates, entirely printed in brown; clean and fresh in the
original publisher’s red half-morocco over pebble-grained cloth; wear to extremities, inner hinges broken; contemporary bookseller’s label
inside front cover.

A fine collection of architectural drawings made over a long period of time by the ‘most brilliant architect of his
generation’ (Macmillan Encyclopaedia of Architects). 
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‘What I set myself to do was this, to write a sort of grammar of thirteenth-century architecture, and to illustrate it
with carefully measured details’ (p. 1). Burges had travelled widely studying and drawing medieval architecture,
which influenced his commissions, such as Castle Loch near Cardiff. ‘The thirteenth century, in particular, was
Burges’s chosen field, and he modelled his style of draughtsmanship on the famous sketchbook of Villard de
Honnecourt in the Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris’ (ibid).
The sketches in this book were masterly drawn on stones, after the printing had been carried out by Maclure,
Macdonald & Macgregor, the stones were defaced. As Burges explains in the preface, quoting from the prospectus
for the Architectural Drawings ‘to allow no copies to go into the trade’ which means that only subscribers could
acquire a copy. The list of subscribers lists 194 copies, included many eminent colleagues of Burges, such as
Frederick P. Cockerell, Edward W. Godwin (4 copies), Owen Jones, Joseph Neale, George Gilbert Scott (3 copies),
Alfred Waterhouse and M. Digby Wyatt.
RIBA. vol. I, p. 161.

15 [CARTER, H.]. THE CHRISTMAS LOG. A tale of a fireside
that had a good genius and a bad one. London: E. Lloyd, 12, Salisbury
Square. [1846].                                                                              £ 280

12mo. pp. 180; wood engraved frontispiece, additional tile and illustrations to the text each
signed ‘H. Carter.’ original red cloth, upper cover decorated in gilt in the style of Dickens’
‘Christmas Books.’ (nick to spine); nineteenth century bookplate of Walter Flinn.

An uncommon spoof playing on the popularity of Charles Dickens
‘Christmas Books’ of the 1840s.
Such characters as Rhododenderon Jarvis, Mrs Muggins and Job Brick are
involved in a twisting tale concerning a valuable legacy. Advertised in
November 1846 the The Christmas Log was issued to coincide with Charles
Dickens fourth ‘Christmas Book’ The Battle of Life, unlike Dickens, Carter’s
works seems to have made very little splash.
There is some doubt over the authorship, the name H. Carter’ being derived
from the illustrations in the book rather than text.
OCLC records four copies in North America, at Toronto, Illinois, New York
and North Carolina, Chapel Hill.
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16 [CHINA]. THE EMBASSY TO CHINA. [London:] [n.d., c. 1848]. £ 1,250

A set of 36 printed and illustrated cards with yellow backs [86 x 94 mm] divided into two groups of 18 lettered A through R; housed
in a modern slipcase.

The game is almost certainly connected to the arrival of the Chinese junk Keying which was moored on the Thames
as a popular attraction. London for a while went Chinese mad, so it is unsurprising that games formed part of the
souvenir trade associated with several exhibitions held on the junk.

The game consists of matching alphabetic question cards to illustrated cards each with descriptive verse. ‘Question
G. Of course, since you went on a mission of peace, You knew nothing of soldiers, or Chinese police?’ The answer
being ‘G The Militaire here is a lady-like man- / Both privates and officers carry a fan. / And as for police, you can’t
have a finer / Than that which for years past has flourish’d in China. / They are arm’d with long whips, to clear
away mobs, / And have a quick method of cutting off nobs.’ 
The cards describe China as a place of odd habits and customs but much more questionable, and not very edifying
either, are the last few cards in which our ambassadors whose demands are ignored by their Chinese host :- ‘The
two great Ambassadors, having fail’d quite / In their object of setting our commerce all right, / The expense of the
journey was voted a bore: / Peace not having answered, it yielded to war. / Our triumph o’er China no mortal can
blame / When it comes in so well at the end of our game.’ 
The artist is almost certainly Henry George Hine (1811-1895), he was both a landscape painter and a cartoonist, and
became one of the chief contributors to Punch before the ascendancy of John Leech. It was in Punch that he first
contributed his ‘blackies’ small black comic sketches and cartoons which are used to good effect on these cards

17 [CHIROMANCY]. ALLIETTE, Jean-Baptiste ‘Etteilla’. L’ART DE TIRER LES CARTES,
ou le moyen de lire dans l’avenir, par le rapprochement des evenemens qui demontrent sans replique l’Art
chronomancique, auquel on a joint l’interpretation des songes, en se servant des memes cartes …. Traduit
d’un manuscrit Arabe. [Rouen: P. Seyer et Behourt?] A Memphis en Egypte. 1800 [1803]. £ 450

12mo, pp. xii, 13-100, [16], with woodcut frontispiece of ‘Etteilla’ and large folding woodcut of cards at rear; some minor dust-soiling
in places; stitched as issued in the original gilt patterned wraps, alittle marked and rubbed, but still a very desirable item.

Clearly a derivative of the works of French occultist Alliette who was the first to popularise tarot divination to a
wide audience.
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The Rouen publisher P. Seyer et Behourt evidently used the sheets of the l’Art de tirer les
Cartes of 1800 to wrap around there own 1803 Calendrier. l’Art was printed for this
purpose and the discrepancy in dates show it must have been used three years before in
another similar but unidentified works. Typographically the two sections are similar and
may emanate from the same printer. More perplexing is a copy of l’Art held at Lyon this
at first glance appears to be identical to ours except for a completely different collation
and a date of 1803 Whatever the answer we can be sure that few copies survive and it is
difficult to form a conclusive chronology of this type of ephemeral publication.
The work was clearly meant for a female readership and opens with a rather clawing
introduction addressed to ‘Au beau sexe’ This is followed by further chapters elucidating
the secrets of the cards - Ordre Des cartes par numéro, et leur valeur.- Maniere simple,
naturelle et facile D’expliquer les Songes avec les Cartes. - Notice D’une partie des
questions qui se résovent par la cartomancie. - Tablaeu des progressions de la loterie
nationale (année 1776 à 1804).
Grand-Carteret 1438 (pour l’année 1804); OCLC records one copy, at BM Lyon.

The  P r e v en t i o n  o f  C land e s t i n e  T rad in g ,  a t  h ome  and  i n  t h e  Ame r i c an  c o l o n i e s

18 [CLANDESTINE TRADE]. BILL FOR THE EFFECTUALL MORE PREVENTING &
PUNISHING UNLAWFULL AND CLANDESTINE TRADING. [London]. Circa November, 1699.

£ 1,500

MANUSCRIPT IN INK. Folio, (approx. 315 x 392mm), pp. 12 written on recto’s only; paper watermarked with the Arms of the
City of London and countermarked with the name ‘Elliston Basket’; with docketed title to outer sheet; a few tears and very small loss to
final sheet, otherwise complete, and overall in pretty good order.

This draft Bill is first alluded to in the speech by William III
on the opening of parliament on 16th of November 1699,
vested interests, however, meant it was never to pass into
law.
In his speech before parliament William III stated ‘the
Nation is already sensible of the good Effects of Peace, by
the manifest Increase of Trade; which I shall make it My
Business to encourage by all Means in My Power: Probably it
might receive an Advantage, if some good Bill were prepared
for the more effectual preventing and punishing unlawful
and clandestine Trading; which does not only tend to
defraud the Public, but prejudices the fair Merchant, and
discourages our own Manufactures.’ 
There is some reason to believe that the Bill is connected
loosely with the Board of Trades resumption of Colonial
Charters between 1699 and 1702. Reference is made to
Quakers in clause 4 ‘Quakers to be admitted to give their
solomn affermation of the Law …’ and later the Clause 21
‘… regulating the abuse in the Plantations trade requiring the
regestration of all shipps leaving to, from or in any of his
Majtys Plantations in America shall to ofload to English
Shipps heading to any part beyond … .’ 
This may have been included simply as a general catch-all in
re-enforcing control abroad and keeping the colonies in
order and the French at bay, however the Board of Trade at
this time was determined to regain its influence over the
colonies in America.
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This neat manuscript with 31 separate clauses, the last few later additions crushed onto the last sheet, also has a
number of blanks where a final form of words had still to be decided. The Bill is certainly comprehensive and this is
possibly why it failed to become a fully fledged Act. Just too many vested interests were at stake. Certainly most
contemporary broadsides and pamphlets make it clear that the Bill was not liked. All selectively quote sections and
most commenting on the dire consequences to trade. The titles of these contemporary publications give a fair
summation of this opposition:-
The substance of the Bill against clandestine trade which concerns merchants [London : s.n., 1699?].
Fair trade, besides the heavy duties it lies under, suffers yet more from the frauds of smuglers and the exactions of officers, for preventing
both which, the bill before the House is calculated so that ‘tis no wonder if the private interests of clandestine traders and officers, should
unite in raising a clamour against it. [London? : s.n., 1700?]
The fair traders objections; against the bill, entituled, a bill for preventing clandestine trading, as it relates to the plantations of Virgina
and Maryland. [London? : s.n., 1700?]
Reasons humbly offer’d against several clauses in the bill. This is humbly conceived to be against the law of nations: and if it be
consider’d, how frequent it is for foreign ships to lie in the Downs, and other limits of our ports, for other reasons than being wind-bound,
viz. for orders, and many other accidents that shipping is lyable to; the question need not to have been (if they had foreign goods on
board) as if the clause intended to ease some foreign ships; … [London? : s.n., 1700?]
Letter to a Member of Parliament concerning clandestine trade. The mismanagements of the customs considered, as the only means
promoting clandestine trade. In a letter to a Member of Parliament. London : [s.n.], Printed in the Year 1701.
The broadside mentioned above which is defending the interests of ‘Virginia’ and Maryland does appear to support
the idea that the Board of Trade had some hand in drafting text. The ‘plantations’ however were not so easily
fooled.
Unfortunately, apart from the printed and manuscript Journals, all the records of the House of Commons before
1834 were destroyed in the fire of that year which burnt down the old Houses of Parliament. Our manuscript
having served its failed purpose was probably retained in the papers of one of the bill’s proposers.

The  Expen s i v e  Ve r s i o n

19 [CORONATION - 1838]. TYAS, Robert, publisher. THE TABLEAU OF THE
PROCESSION AT THE CORONATION OF QUEEN VICTORIA, JUNE 28, 1838. being an Accurate
Representation of that Splendid Pageant; with a View of Westminster Abbey, the Houses Throughout the
Line of Procession, and a Delineation of their Respective Decorations, &c., &c. [London]; John Menzies,
Edinburgh; Rittner & Goupil, Paris; and Putman, New York, U.S. [1838]. £ 1,250
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Hand-coloured lithograph strip panorama heightened with gum arabic; folding into covers, consisting of 10 sheets conjoined, and
measuring 112 × 6,600 mm overall, mounted on linen; original blue cloth, the upper cover blocked in blind and gilt with the title
enclosing the State Coach; label inside the front cover supplies title, imprint.

A fine British processional panorama celebrating the Coronation of Queen Victoria. 
A note on the title label states that the royal part of the procession had been made from drawings made under the
immediate superintendence of the Master of the Horse; this would be William Charles Keppel, 4th Earl of
Albemarle in 1838. The carriages of the ambassadors had been made from drawings made exclusively for this work,
by express permission of the ambassadors.
The panorama itself depicts the procession making its way from Waterloo Place to Westminster Abbey via Trafalgar
Square, and passing Northumberland House, the Banqueting House, Privy Gardens, and Richmond Terrace.
Identifications of those taking part in the procession appear in the lower margin: Captain General of the Royal
Archers; Her Majesty’s State Carriage; Senior Exon &c.; Yeomen of the Guard; Junior Exons; Marshallmen; Knight
Marshall; Her Majesty’s Horses; Yeomen Prickers and Foresters; Royal Huntsmen; Master of the Buckhounds;
Deputy Adjutant General &c.; Military Staff & Aides-de-Camp; Mounted Band; Officer; Queen’s Household (5);
Watermen; Bargemaster; Mounted Band; Duke of Sussex; Duke of Cambridge; Prince George of Cambridge;
Duchess of Gloucester; Duchess of Kent; Life Guards; Mounted Band; Count Ludolf, Sicily; Prince de Ligne,
Belgium; Count Strogonoff, Russia; Prince Swartzenburg, Austria; Baron de Capellen, Netherlands; Marquis de
Miraflores, Spain; Prince de Putbus, Prussia; Count Alten, Hanover; Marquis de Brignole, Sardinia; Count
Lowenhjelm, Sweden; Duke of Palmella, Portugal; Marshal Soull, France; Ahmed Fethij Pasha, Turkey; Life Guards;
Trumpeters.
Index to British Military Costume Prints, 923.

Que en  Vi c t o r i a ’ s  Co r ona t i o n

20 [CORONATION PANORAMA]. THE SPLENDID PROCESSION OF QUEEN VICTORIA
TO HER CORONATION, on the 28th of June, 1838, displaying every portion of the Royal Cortage…
Relfe and Fletcher, 17 Cornhill, 1838. £ 950

Hand coloured lithograph panorama heightened in gum arabic [3200 x 90mm], folded into a modern cloth case. 

The panorama depicts the procession making its way from Pall Mall to the Abbey, passing Lower Regent Street and
the Haymarket, through Trafalgar Square with the National Gallery, St Martin in the Fields, Morley’s Hotel, and
Northumberland House, down Whitehall past the Banqueting House and Privy Gardens to the Entrance at the
Abbey built for the occasion. 
Crowds line the streets, stand on roof-tops and balconies, and occupy stands. Identifications of those who featured
in the procession appear in the margin: Life Guards; Captain of the Archers; The Queen’s State Coach; Equeries;
Yeomen of the Guard; Knight Marshal & Men; Six of the Queen’s Horses; Military Staff; Band; Queen’s Household
(4); Queen’s Bargemen; Band; Equerries; Duke of Sussex; Duke of Cambridge; Duchess of Gloucester; Duchess of
Kent; Life Guards; Equerries; Band; Austrian Russian French Turkish Prussian; Belgian Spanish Netherlands
Ambassadors; Westminster Abbey; Mr Lee [High Constable of Westminster].
Abbey, Life, 540.
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21 [CRUIKSHANK, Percy?]. TRIP TO THE DERBY. [London]: [c. 1850]. £ 450

Strip panorama, measures 92 × 1,310mm, printed on four sheets conjoined, concertina- folding down to 100 ×155; bound in the
original cloth backed boards, upper board with printed label, spine expertly repaired.

The story concerns Mr Podger and his friend with all the mishaps that befell them during their day at the Derby,
told in 18 tableaux with text beneath each.
Snelgrove, D. British Sporting and Animal Prints, p. 5, no 34.

22 DECLOUX, Alfred-Pierre-Hubert & DOURY. HISTOIRE ARCHÉOLOGIQUE,
DESCRIPTIVE ET GRAPHIQUE DE LA SAINTE-CHAPELLE DU PALAIS. Paris: A. Morel, 1865.

£ 285

SECOND EDITION. Folio, pp. [iv], 48; 20 chromolithographs and 5 engraved plates on India paper, all printed by Lemercier, the
engraved plates a trifle foxed; contemporary quarter crimson pebble-grained morocco, spine gilt in five compartments, top edge gilt,
extremities slightly rubbed, head of spine defective, upper joint sprung.

A finely printed volume describing the recently restored Sainte-Chapelle. 
As well as providing a resumé of the history of the building, the work is also a vibrant record of the nineteenth-
century colour scheme. The brilliantly executed chromolithograph plates depict details of the wall paintings,
ornament, and stained glass windows. Decloux and Doury acknowledge the assistance of the architect, J. B. A.
Lassus, who had worked on the restoration of the chapel. This work first appeared in 1857 with a slightly more
elaborately printed text. 
OCLC: 1829518.
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23 [DOUGLAS, James]. TRAVELLING ANECDOTES through various parts of Europe. [Two
volumes. Vol. I] (crossed through in ink in a near contemporary hand) [All published]. Rochester: Printed
by T. Fisher. Sold by J. Dodsley, Pall-Mall; J. Debrett, Piccadilly; W. Elmsly, T. Beckett, Strand; and
Richardson and Urquhart, Royal Exchange, London. 1782. £ 850

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [ii], x, 285, [1] errata; with three engraved plates; title and p. v with mss corrections to text where
more than one volume is alluded to (and never published, hence corrections); some minor marking and staining in places, but generally
clean throughout; in early nineteenth century half calf, spine lettered in gilt, boards rather dust-soiled and worn with some loss to paper,
nevertheless still a very appealing copy.

Rare first edition of James Douglas’s Travelling Anecdotes, an amusing
and entertaining work, very reminiscent of Tristram Shandy.
Chapters include ‘Carmelite Nuns’, ‘Commercial argument with a
French officer’, ‘Stricture on Voltaire’, ‘The Landlords bow’,
‘Managerie of Prince Charles’ and an anecdote of a chance meeting
with a ‘Jew pedlar’: ‘I called the Israelite back - he presented a
drawer of trinkets to me - a barred onyx ring struck my eye -
resolved to purchase something, in compliment to Mr. Pope, I put
three ducats into his hand, and the ring upon my finger’ (p. 157). 
[Douglas] ‘issued and illustrated an anonymous Travelling Anecdotes,
through Various Parts of Europe (1782), which was successful enough
to require London editions in 1785 and 1786, with a Dublin one
following in 1787—by which time the author’s name had been
added. Written primarily at Cambridge during his student years, and
in an unconventional manner reminiscent of Tristram Shandy, the
Anecdotes (some of them military) recalled the author’s earlier
experiences at Vienna and in the Low Countries, where, at Tongres
especially, his antiquarian interests had been aroused.’ (Oxford
DNB).
James Douglas (1753–1819), antiquary and geologist, was the third
and youngest son of John Douglas (d. 1762), innkeeper of the
Hercules Pillars in Hyde Park Road, and Mary Gardiner (d. 1766).
His early years are not well documented, but we know he worked
for his brother, a cloth merchant, and for a short time was
William’s agent in Italy. He was dismissed from this post and to
secure an income enlisted in the Austrian army in Vienna. Some
time later, he came back to England and entered Cambridge around
1777 but never graduated. In 1779 he was commissioned as a
lieutenant in the Leicester militia and went to work as an engineer
on Chatham Lines, near Rochester, Kent. His interests encouraged
him to take part in the excavations of the Anglo-Saxon burial
mounds that had been found at Chatham. 
Whilst a younger man, he had become acquainted with the antiquary Sir Ashton Lever, assisting him in stuffing
some of his birds, later displayed in Lever’s museum at Leicester Square. Lever was very supportive of this work
and sponsored him and Douglas was elected a Fellow of the Society of Antiquaries in 1783. He was also ordained
that year. Between 1785 and 1793 Douglas wrote the two books for which is is mostly remembered: A Dissertation
on the Antiquity of the Earth. His collection of fossils from the Isle of Sheppey are described, with Douglas doing the
illustrations himself. Douglas’s second book Nenia Britannica was published in twelve parts from 1786 to 1793.
Douglas again produced the illustrations for this volume, executing not only the original drawings but also the
aquatint plates. His personal copy of this book is in the British Library.
Douglas’s life as a clergyman took him to Chiddingfold, Surrey, Litchborough, Northamptonshire, Middleton,
Sussex and Kenton, Suffolk. He then went back to Sussex, living in several places, latterly Preston, where died of a
chill in 1819. He is buried in the churchyard. His wife died the following year and he was survived by three sons and
a daughter.
ESTC records just one copy in North America, at the Huntington.

24 DRESSER, Christopher. STUDIES IN DESIGN. London: Cassell, Petter and Galpin. [1874].
£ 2,850

FIRST EDITION. Folio, pp. 40, chromolithograph title and 60 chromolithograph by A. Goater, Nottingham, plates, including a
frontispiece each with a tissue guard with descriptive text; original green cloth the covers with a blocked panelled design and lettered in
gilt, gilt edges, skillfully recased.

Studies in Design contains Dresser’s most inventive and original of his demonstrations of ornamental design.
‘Dresser’s Studies in Design is the most remarkable among the great nineteenth-century chromolithograph pattern
books. he tells us that the book had been prepared “during the last fifteen years.” This takes us back to 1859 when
he was 25, and still principally engaged in botany. He claimed that he had “striven to attain newness”, a claim no
one else would have risked making. Newness, in an era that sought comfort in an imagined past, was not what was
expected of designers. The Athenaeum of 19 December 1874 described the few designs that had so far been issued as
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“scientific rather than artistic…mechanical…however ingenious and self-consistent”. The Art Journal declared ; “Dr.
Dresser has some peculiar notions on the subject”. A quarter of a century later, The Studio noted: “Looking at some
of these designs again, a certain spiky uncomfortability impresses one as their least admirable feature; yet even now
they may be justly credited with vigour, originality, and perfect regard for the materials for which they were designed
… in the case of some of the designs for ceiling papers, it is doubtful if any patterns of more recent years are so
appropriate and admirable …” Some of the startling colour combinations in Studies in Design derive from Dresser’s
colour experiments. He gives some clues as to what these might have been in the Technical Educator, in which he
wrote extensively about colour. He recommended studying the colours produced by “gas tubes illuminated by
electricity” - such tubes were the prototypes of neon lighting and their influence can be seen in Studies in Design. One
should also study, wrote Dresser, the colours of the spectrum with the aid of a prism. Soap bubbles may also be
blown and the beautiful colours … carefully noted. These and any other means of cultivating the eye should
constantly be resorted to, as by such means only can we become great colourists.” Dresser was among the most
daring of colourists. as he once said, “the sweetest harmonies” in colour are often closest to discord.’”
See Durant, Stuart: ‘Dresser’s Education and Writings’ in Whiteway, Michael Christopher Dresser, A Design Revolution,
V&A 2004 p. 42.

Smoo th - o p e r a t i n g  e qu ipmen t

25 [ELEVATORS]. ELEVATOR CARS - ELEVATOR
ENTRANCES. Catalogue No. 56. Cleveland Ohio: The Tyler
Company [New York, Bartlett Orr Press], 1927.             £ 750

Small folio [280 x 225mm.] pp. 195, [1]; tipped in colour frontispiece of the
founder, numerous colour illustrations and examples of paint and finishes.
original black mock leather backed green cloth, the upper cover titled in gilt.

Washington S. Tyler, a pioneer manufacturer in Cleveland, was to
gain a considerable share of the American elevator market through
promoting his business with lavishly illustrated catalogues. 
These catalogues provided every facet of elevator construction, this
was no accident but company policy, a form of marketing that
ensured architects and designers would defer to Tyler Company
when installing elevator equipment. In the introduction on ‘The use
of the book’ the company wisdom extoles that ‘To assure
dependable, smooth-operating equipment, it is especially essential to
have undivided responsibility; therefore, all of the parts which go to
make up the complete elevator entrance should included in one
specification and in one contract to one company.’ Tyler’s thus kept
competing businesses from making alterations to his installations,
and this together with the increased need of elevators at the
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beginning of the twentieth century and lack of any uniform building regulations on their instillation gave Tyler’s
company a distant advantage.

The catalogue is arranged in sixteen sections that include designs for key plates, door panels, jambs, soffits, trims,
pilasters, locks, glass, light fixtures and finishes. All the elements where interchangeable and the architect had only
to choose form the catalogue the requisite, style colour, and finish. The catalogue includes five plates of finishes and
inset on the inside back cover eight bronzed and copper plackets of metal finishes.

26 FELLINGER, Emerich. DER MODERNE
BAUTISCHLER. Original-Entwürfe in neuer Richtung
für den praktischen Gebrauch. Serie I. Vienna and
Leipzig, Friedrich Wolfrum & Co., [c. 1902].          £ 950

FIRST EDITION. Large folio, ff. [1], 60 lithographic plates (20
printed in colour); one plate with a fold to one corner; loosely inserted in
the original half-cloth folder over printed boards, spine lettered in gilt, a
little rubbed, ties lacking.

A rare and fine collection of art-nouveau designs for shop
fronts, display cabinets, including the interior of a pharmacy,
and a sweets and liquor shop, all in a design that is clearly
moving away from the earlier floral French-influenced art
nouveau and closer to the more geometric style reminiscent
of the Wiener Werkstätten and Riemerschmidt in Munich.
One armchair in particular is a good example of early
modernism similar to Hoffmann’s designs for the Vienna
Postal Savings Bank.
OCLC lists series II and III in the Waddleton Collection;
KVK locates copies in Darmstadt (lacking plate 9), series I
and II in Heidelberg.
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27 FERGUSON, James. TABLES AND
TRACTS, RELATIVE TO SEVERAL ARTS
AND SCIENCES … London: printed for W.
Strahan, J. and F. Rivington … 1771.         £ 800

SECOND EDITION, WITH ADDITIONS. 8vo, xv, [i]
blank, 334, [1] advertisement, [1] blank; with three folding
engraved plates; contemporary full sprinkled calf, spine tooled
in gilt with red morocco label lettered in gilt; the Macclesfield
copy with contemporary armorial bookplate on front paste
down, and later bookplate ‘North Library (1860)’ pasted to
front free endpaper; a highly desirable copy in remarkable
original condition.

An eclectic collection of tables, numerical data and
practical information typical of this Scottish
polymath. 
The tables relate to astronomy, horology, dialling,
chronology, weights and measures, geography,
annuities (from de Moivre), life expectancy, etc.
Among the longer articles there is a description of
Mungo Murray’s ‘Armillary trigonometer’; ‘A
description of three uncommon kinds of clocks’; and
‘How to construct an Orrery for shewing the annual
revolutions of Mercury, Venus, and the Earth’.
Ferguson estimates the weight of the whole
atmosphere as 1.2 x 1019 pounds and the speed of
light at 1.2 x 107 miles per minute. The first edition
appeared in 1767 however this was somewhat
blighted by mistakes in the latter sections.
OCLC: 13897634.

In s c r i b e d  b y  F i t z g e r a l d  t o  o n e  o f  h i s  c l o s e s t  f r i e nd s

28 FITZGERALD, Edward. RUBAIYAT OF OMAR KHAYYAM, the astronomer-poet of Persia.
Rendered into English verse. Third edition. London: Bernard Quaritch, Piccadilly. 1872. Third Edition.
4to, pp. xxiv, 36. 

[bound with:] [FITZGERALD, Edward]. SALÁMÁN & ABSÁL, An Allegory. From the Persian of Jámi.
Ipswich: Cowell’s Steam Printing Works, Butter Market. 1871. Second Edition. 4to, pp. [2], 45 [1] blank;
etched frontispiece. . £ 950

ONE OF TEN COPIES, THUS. Two works bound together in one volume, original ‘Roxburghe style’ purple roan backed
cloth, spine lettered in gilt (one inch piece missing from head of spine). Inscribed on title of first work in Fitzgerald’s hand ‘W.M. Donne
from E.FG.’ and below the title ‘by Edward Fitzgerald.’ 

An unusual presentation volume including the third edition of the
Rubiyat bound together with the privately issued Salámán & Absál.
In a letter to Bernard Quaritch dated Woodbridge, Septr. 3, [18]72
Fitzgerald describes how these special copies came about. ‘Dear Sir. I
send you up some ten copies of the Salámán which I told you I
wanted stitched or half bound up with the new Omar. This can be
better done in London than down here: will you be so good as to get
it done for me, and I will pay the cost. If half bound the back may be
lettered (lenghways you know) TRANSLATIONS FROM PERSIAN.
If you will get me this done I shall want no more copies sent down
here.’
Predeaux notes in his bibliography that all copies he had seen of
Salámán & Absál contained corrections in the authors hand, alas this
copy is an exception. He also alludes to a copy bound as ours ‘A
copy of this edition, bound up with the third edition of the
“Rubaiyat,” and containing MS. notes by Fitzgerald, sold for £13 5s.
in Mr. Virtue Tebbs’s sale at Sotheby’s on June 25 [1900].’ Predeaux
also describes that Salámán & Absál was issued in a very limited
edition, the text varying greatly from both the first and third public
editions. Presumable Fitzgerald’s plan for the work was to have these
few copies bound up for presentation to his closest friends. This
copy was given to one of Fitzgerald’s closest friends William
Bodham Donne, (1807-1872). ‘The understanding, depth, and
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warmth of the friendship between the two men are manifest. Donne was “delighted at the glory” Fitzgerald
achieved by his translation of the Rubáiyát. “It is full time,” he wrote, “that Fitz should be disinterred, and exhibited
to the world as one of the most gifted of Britons.” Fitzgerald kept in personal touch with Donne long after he
ceased to seek out his other old friends, calling on him three times during the months before Donne’s death, June
20, 1882’ (notes on authors in Letters).
Predeaux Notes for a Bibliography of Edward Fitzgerald p. 28-30; See author notes in vol. 1 of The letters of Edward
FitzGerald edited by Alfred McKinley Terhune & Annabelle Burdick Terhune. Princeton University Press, c. 1980.

29 [FURNITURE]. LLOYD LOOM WOVEN FURNITURE & BABY CARRIAGES. W. Lusty &
Sons Manufacturers of Lloyd Loom Products. [London]: [1928]. £ 285

Oblong folio [15 x 10 inches (25.5 x
38cm)]. pp. 50 illustrated throughout in
half-tone; one coloured plate of ‘frosted
colour effects’; original brown wrappers
printed in blue and black with laid-on
colour illustration; stitched as issued with
red cord; together with a printed card of
‘Standard Colour Shades’ and a pp. 16
‘General Export Price List’ dated
August 1927.

A nicely produced catalogue of this
once ubiquitous furniture. 
Although it looked like cane-work
the manufacturing process consisted
of strands of steel wire bound in
brown paper that could then be
coloured. This avoided hazard that
cane furniture had of catching and
tearing woollen cloths and silk
stockings. Another nice by-product
of this useful furniture was that it
did not squeak! However, personal
experience has to admit that Lloyd Loom was prone to woodworm and the colours often looked a bit tired; this was
clearly a problem from the beginning as a re-spray division of the company was available for distressed furniture.

30 [FURNITURE - TRADE CATALOGUE]. GROCHOLESKY, August. MODERNE
WOHNUNGS EINRICHTUNGEN [cover title]. Bockenem: Grocholesky, Printed by H. W. & C., Berlin].
[c. 1912]. £ 1,450

Oblong folio (318 x 472 mm), 88 chromolithograph illustrated pages; only occasional light spotting; original cloth-backed flexible
boards imitating cloth, front cover printed in bronze colour; spine worn, a few marks.
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The furniture house Grocholesky, situated in a small town near Hildesheim in Lower Saxony offered entire suites
for living-, dining- and bedrooms, mainly in art nouveau style however still including the odd piece of historicist
design for the more conservative buyer. 
The large and beautiful illustrations show suites of furniture with the measurements on each page; the furniture
suitably decorated with modernist vases and mantelpiece decorations on display on dressers, shelves and cupboards
to give customers an idea of design potential.
Provenance: Inscribed on the rear inside cover by a citizen of Bockenem at a later date and with release stamp by a
local museum.

31 [GAME]. THE INTERROGATORY HISTORICAL GAME of England. London, John Betts,
1837. £ 1,500

FOURTH THOUSAND. 12mo, pp. 36 (with large folding frontispiece) booklet of rules with buff card wrappers, 144 numbered
question cards printed letterpress, 44 white and 10 red circular bone counters, contained within the original wooden box in the shape of a
book, red roan covered, spine lettered in gilt, with original printed label to verso of lid; some rubbing, but still a very good copy.

A devilish game to knock the main events of English History into children’s heads.
The idea is to receive a counter for each correct answer, or if incorrect or unknown by the player, a counter is
forfeited. The cards unanswered can lie on the table and should another player on their turn be able to answer their
own question and the one lying on the table they receive a counter for each correct answer. 
Some questions are quite easy ‘49. What great bulwark of English liberty did the barons compel king John to sign?’,
‘91. How many wives did Henry 8th marry? name them, and describe the fate of each.’ Others are more difficult
including ‘8. What was the name of the commander-in-chief whom the ancient Britons chose to oppose Caesar in
his first invasion, and what caused his ill success?’ others quite subjective ‘117. What is the character of Cromwell?’
and some quite impossible ‘Who had a plan if we left the EU.’
The present game was first issued in 1829 and evidently had gained some popularity reaching the Fourth thousand
by 1837. Betts also issued similar games around the same time, such as The Interrogatory Geographical Game of the World.
Not in Goodfellow; known to Whitehouse (p. 96) but not seen. 
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32 [GAME]. SPOONER, William. THE FUNNYSHIRE FOX CHACE. A New Game. [London],
W. Spooner. 377 Strand. c. 1840. £ 650

Folding hand-coloured lithograph game (52.5 x 40cm), mounted in 9 sections on linen; rules pasted on inside front cover; some light
browning and soiling, with some minor creases and wear to extremities; folded into contemporary cloth boards; inner hinge slightly worn.

An attractive copy of this appealing game, for an unspecified number of players. ‘Unlike most games, this one is not
a race, but literally a fox-chase as explained in the rules’ [Whitehouse].
All the stock characters are present, local farmers giving misdirections, ditches, rivers and gorse to fall into; being
dismounted; chased by bulls; crashing through gardens etc. The country is presented in an unspoilt state with no
metal roads or railways to destroy interfere with the chase. The peasantry populating the scenes content in their
smokes and lot in life. 
Whitehouse: Tables Games of Georgian and Victorian Days, p. 65.
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33 GAVARNI Paul, & SMITH, Albert. GAVARNI IN LONDON: Sketches of the Life and
Character, with Illustrative Essays by Popular Writers. Edited by Albert Smith. London, David Bogue, 86
Fleet Street, 1849. £ 150

Large 8vo, [viii] 115 [1] tinted wood-engraved title with portrait of Gavarni and 24 tinted wood-engraved plates; original decorated red
cloth, gilt designed by John Leighton; rebacked preserving original spine, corners worn.

‘From the very start of his career in 1829, Gavarni’s prints had been published by Tilt in England, where they had
been fairly successful. He stayed in England in 1847 and 1851, discovering the wretchedness of the working-class
districts of London’ (Grove Art). The work resulting from this period was Gavarni in London with accompanying text
by Albert Smith.

View  f r om  t h e  Roo f  o f  t h e  Bod l e i an ,  f r om  a  Ske t c h  by  Mi s s  C .G.

34 [GIRDLESTONE, Miss Charlotte Artist?]. PANORAMA OF OXFORD [from the Roof of the
Bodleian Library, From a Sketch by Miss C.G. 1845]. [London], Day & Haghe, lithrs. to the Queen,
[1845]. £ 2,500

Lithographic panorama in five sections on linen (200 x 1745 mm); generally toned, some water-staining and spotting; original
publisher’s red cloth, both covers with gilt-stamped ornamental border, front cover lettered in gilt; dusty, spine weakened.

The publication of the present 360-degree panorama was announced in the Supplement to Jackson’s Oxford Journal
of November, 29, 1845: ‘This day is published, in an oblong 4to. volume, price 12s., ornamental boards, A
Panorama of Oxford, from the Roof of the Bodleian Library. From a Sketch by Miss C.G.’. The artist is probably
Miss Charlotte Girdlestone, amateur artist and founder of the Ragged School, Twthill, Denbighshire.
The panorama was reviewed in Art Union of January 1846: ‘…The details of all the buildings are carefully given: and
there is a singular truthfulness in this elaborate and well-executed panorama that must inspire its welcome reception’
(p. 21).
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Rar e  & Comp l e t e  I t a l i an  J ou rna l  o f  t h e  Gr ea t  Exh ib i t i o n

35 [GREAT EXHIBITION]. LA GRANDE ESPOSIZIONE DI LONDRA. No. 1 [-25]. Sabato,
24 Maggio 1851 [-Martedi, 2 Dicembre 1851]. [All published]. Turin: Tipografia Subalpina, 1851. £ 950

FIRST EDITION. Folio, pp. 399, [1] advertisement; apart
from some minor light foxing and dust-soiling in places, a clean copy
throughout; bound in contemporary calf backed mottled boards, spine
tooled and lettered in gilt, minor cracking to joints and rubbing to
extremities, one corner weak (but holding), otherwise an appealing
copy of this rare work.

A rare complete European journal on the ‘Exhibition of All
Nations.’
First published on the 24th May 1851, some three weeks
after the opening ceremony. The text is an interesting
amalgam of translations from the English, French and
Belgian publications together with a smattering of
additional matter catering for the an Italian readership. The
Kingdom of Sardinia that included Savoy and Piedmont,
was like other Italian states going through a somewhat
turbulent time in the 1840s and 1850s and this may account
for the works rarity. Sardinia managed to send just under
100 items to the exhibition, which is in itself unsurprising
for Turin, no having a railway line linked to any other
country probably had to have its exhibits shipped through
Genoa.
The Sardinian publishers evidently imported some of the
wood-engraved blocks used to illustrate the work from
British publications, some of the blocks appear to come
from the Art Journal and the Illustrated London News but
others were either copied locally or possibly even
plagiarised. Clearly some of the blocks were electrotyped
copies made by Dalziel, so he must have a fairly robust
export business to cater for this bespoke market.
OCLC records two copies in North America, at the Getty
and the Canadian Centre for Architecture.

Plans  t o  p r e v e n t  w i l f u l  f i r e s  i n  London

36 [GRIFFIN, (afterwards STONESTREET), George].
REFLECTIONS OCCASIONED BY THE FREQUENCY OF
FIRES IN THE METROPOLIS; with thoughts on measures for
adding to public security, and remarks on the law of arson.
Addressed to the Right Honourable Lord Kenyon, Lord Chief
Justice of England. By Philanthropos. London. Sold by G. G. J.
and J. Robinsons, J. Debrett, Piccadilly; J. Whieldon, J. Sewell.
1790.                                                                                     £ 650

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. xii, 44; with half title; finely rebound in half calf,
marbled boards, vellum tips, a very good copy.

First edition of this scarce working complaining of the increase of the
wilful burning of properties in order to defraud insurance companies.
In a plan well ahead of his time, the author proposed the establishment
of a ‘fire jury’ whose job it would be to investigate the causes of fires, the
forerunner of the modern fire-officer (and coroner in cases of loss of
life) whose responsibilities are very similar. Griffin also suggested that
there should be a ‘fire watch’ comprising a body of ‘engineers and
firemen’ who would patrol the city at night.
ESTC online records two copies, at the BL and Cambridge.
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37 GUÉDY, Henry. DÉCORATIONS PEINTES, pour devantures et intérieurs de magasins.
Dourdan: Émile Thezard, [c. 1905]. £ 2,450

FIRST EDITION. Folio, ff. [2], 30 full-page plates [34 x 46cm.], of which 6 in Heliotype and 24 in chromolithograph; loose as
issued in the original printed portfolio of printed boards, modern cloth spine and original cloth ties; corners a little worn.

Sole edition of this charming collection of Art Nouveau
designs or maquettes for shop fronts, signs, and interior
decorations, for a variety of shops and other establishments,
published under the direction of the architect Henry Guédy
(b. 1873), editor of the design periodical La Décoration
Artistique, and author of several manuals on architecture and
construction. 
Printed by R. Engelmann after various artists (including F.
Thibault, R. Gaucher, E. James, E. Collet, and E. Levers), the
pastel-toned chromolithographs show an imaginative variety
of designs, for bakeries, pastry and confectioners’ shops,
clothing stores, painters, restaurants, wine-bars, fishmongers,
dairies, fruiterers, florists, hairdressers, bookshops, café-
concerts and casinos. The five heliotype plates, executed by
Fortier et Marotte, illustrate ten actual Parisian shop fronts,
most long since vanished, by the architects Lavirotte,
Boursier, Albert Hébrard, Alexis Le Mault, and Jacques
Hermant. 
An attractive copy, with just a touch of discolouration to the
outer margins of the plates which have become a little delicate
as a result. A few small chips and nicks to the edges of the
title and one other plate. 
OCLC gives only three locations: Getty, Toronto Public
Library and the Canadian Centre for Architecture.
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Sour c e -wo rk  f o r  t h e  ‘F la shman ’  no v e l s ?

38 HANGER, ‘Colonel’ George [& COMBE, William]. THE LIFE, ADVENTURES, AND
OPINIONS OF COL. GEORGE HANGER, London, Printed for J. Debrett, Piccadilly. 1801. £ 650

FIRST EDITION. Two vols., 8vo, pp. [4], 339 [1] blank, wood-engraved portrait
on p. 2; [4], 475, [1] blank; [4] advertisements; later cloth backed boards, spine
lettered in gilt; armorial bookplate of Reginald Arthur Tatton.

George Hanger (1751-1824) left Eton to become a soldier, and served
throughout the American Revolutionary War, serving as Henry Clinton’s
aide-de-camp at Charlestown. This work, compiled by William Combe,
includes Hanger’s prophecy ‘one of these days the Northern and Southern
powers will fight as vigorously against each other as the both have united to
do against the British’. Hanger was also one of the close companions of the
Prince Regent, but later the Colonel ‘became somewhat too free and coarse
for the royal taste.’ DNB describes this work as an ‘unsavoury book’; it
includes additional sections on how to correct immorality, ‘Advice to the
Lovely Cyprians, and to the fair sex in general’, a witty disquisition on the
views of William Godwin, and ‘On the Misery of Female Prostitution.’ The
chapter headings alone, for example: ‘The History of the Lovely Ægyptia,
the Pamela of Norwood, and Paragon of the Ægyptian Race; the Author’s
Marriage with her, and her cruel Infidelity and Elopement with a Travelling
Tinker,’ and ‘ … a History of the King’s Bench Prison, written by the
author during his Custody under the Marshal of that Prison …’, are
strongly reminiscent, along with the author’s engaging and forthright style,
and something of a prototype for George Macdonald Fraser’s anti-hero,
Captain Harry Flashman.
The only illustration is a portrait of Hanger, with cocked hat and sword,
suspended on a gibbet, William Combe was Hanger’s ghost writer, helping
to pull the narrative into a publishable form.
Sabin 30227; Howes H158. 

Beau t i f u l  I l l um ina t e d  Manus c r i p t ,  b y  a  l ady

39 [HARRISON, Emily Eliza?]. THOUGHTS OF PEACE AND NOT OF EVIL. [Yorkshire],
1853-1854. £ 850
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Small 4to, 8 illuminated leaves on vellum with one addition leaf at the beginning of the work illuminated on paper; late nineteenth
century purple morocco, the upper cover and spine decorated in gilt.

Emma Saltmarshe was born in 1823 and this delightful illuminated manuscript was given as Christmas gift in 1854
by an unnamed person only known by the initials E.E.H. Emma would have been 31 in 1854 and was to marry
Henry Dalbiac Harrison, of Malton, Yorkshire in 1858. Henry’s sister was Emily Eliza Harrison (b. 1825) and was
most likely our illuminator.
The text chosen for the manuscript appears to be original, quite evangelical and probably influenced by the Crimea
War. Our artist was evidently also influenced by Noel Humphreys two masterpieces of chromolithography Parables
of Our Lord, 1847 and The Miracles of our Lord, 1848 even taking the effort to copy the underlined lettering, the line
divisions together with interwoven border decoration of flowers birds insects on a gold or white background.
Emma Saltmarshe was a daughter of Christopher Saltmarshe of Saltmarshe Hall in Howden, East Riding of
Yorkshire and Emma Saltmarshe née Rawson, the daughter of a prosperous banker and businessman in Halifax.
Interestingly The Secret Diaries of Miss Anne Lister gives her a mention. Lister was was attracted to Emma’s mother,
and though her overtures were not rebuffed, nothing seems to have come of this relationship.

40 [HESTON AERODROME]. AN IMPORTANT ARCHIVE DOCUMENTING THE
CONSTRUCTION AND EARLY OPERATION OF BRITAIN’S FIRST PRIVATE AIRPORT.

£ 7,500

Approx 160 letters, containing upwards of 200 sheets, mostly typescript on headed paper or carbon copy, a few in manuscript; some
with notes costings and small drawings together with 65 plans on linen, waxed paper or in blueprint, the majority with additional notes
and alterations together with two brochures, press cuttings, photographs etc. as described below. 

Heston Air Park was conceived by fellow pilots and aircraft co-owners Nigel Norman and Alan Muntz in 1928, and
constructed by their new company, Airwork Ltd. However it was to L. Magnus Austin who was the Architect who
designed Heston.

The Archive contains the correspondence from Norman and Muntz at Airwork and Leslie Magnus Austin from the
initial stages in 1928 to 1931. It covers the purchase of land, construction, architecture and everything needed to
build an airport. Austin, who as a professional architect, pulled together Norman and Muntz’s ideas into a realisable
airport. Importantly he kept Norman and Muntz letters and copies of his own letters together with those to and
from the various contractors as the airport took shape. A further extensive correspondence from 1934 to 1936
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includes further airport projects and the Austin’s participation in the RIBA exhibition of International Architecture
1924-1934 and his roll on the RIBA Aerodrome committee. 
The time taken from initial idea to
completion is inconceivable today.
The earliest document is a letter of
the 24th August 1928 from Austin to
Norman ‘You will remember that
you came to see me at the council
Offices on Wednesday concerning
the proposed aerodrome at Heston.
This proposal has keenly interested
me both as Town Planner and as an
architect and I should be very glad of
the opportunity of seeing you again
as I would like to discuss some
details of the layout of the site with
you.’ Austin worked at the Council
Offices of Hounslow only 2 miles
south of Heston and so he had local
knowledge but more importantly
‘connections’ with Heston &
Ilseworth Council. 
Unsurprisingly permission was given
by the council on the 26th September
barely a month after Austin coming
on board. The land was purchased, a
pencil note probably indicating the
price at £6,487 1s 1d and work began soon afterwards. Headed-paper was available for Airwork Limited for Muntz
to contact Austin on the 16th November that ‘We had today a visit from a Mr Jackaman, who is an enthusiastic
private owner. Apparently his firm are specialists in reinforced concrete and in steel work. They are going out after
hanger contracts for all municipal aerodromes. I promised him that we would give him a chance to quote for our
100’ by 80’ hanger both in steel and in reinforced concrete.’ 
This hanger was the first all-concrete hangar to be built in Britain. It’s unusual and elegant curved design is probably
the only building to have survived intact today. The archive shows that Austin had early on already produced his
own plans for this hanger but his are marked as ‘obsolete’ so he clearly gave way to the more radical design.
Included is a layout of the windows, two elevations and an isometric elevation - these are about the only part of the
project not by Austin although it is clear he was instrumental in the final appearance of the buildings with one
drawing realizing a different organization of the windows. 
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The large aerial view [item 21 below] shows that Austin intended a symmetrical airport with two concrete hangers
either side of the club house and control tower. This idea never transpired as Airwork, having apparently expended
£8,000 on this building alone, could ill
afford to expand once the depression
begun to bite in the early 1930s. 
From September the pace of
construction quickened and sets of plans
were available for tender. Contracts were
signed and everything form the laying of
water pipes, widening of roads and
electricity had to be accommodated.
Austin designed most of the buildings
and we are lucky to have sets of plans
and tracings of every part of the
developing scheme. He clearly wanted
the clubhouse to be the focal point of
his project with its incorporation of
control tower and flat roofs for
observation restaurant. It is clear that
Airworks were looking to profit from a
well healed private clientèle.
Generally Messrs A. Jackaman and Sons
Ltd were contracted to complete the
concrete hanger, roads, paved areas,
sewage disposal etc. and Ripon Steel Ltd
provided the other hangers. The whole
project, unsurprisingly, seemed to be
beset by niggling problems which were
efficiently solved by Austin and the
contractors as the building developed.
Water penetrations became a constant
problem with the flat roof construction
of many of the buildings. The main
buildings were contracted to Messrs
Blackwell and Meyer who Austin knew
through a previous development.
Unfortunately they were apparently
skimping on the work and materials and
unsettlingly for Airwork they went bankrupt in February 1930. Luckily the project was near completion and Heston
had been officially opened on 5 July 1929, to coincide with hosting the two-day King’s Cup air race. Soon after the
bankruptcy the working relationship between Austin and Norman and Muntz of Airwork was under some strain. In
a letter of the 23rd March 1930 Austin tells Norman that ‘I feel very disappointed indeed that in many
reproductions and descriptions of the Air Park which have appeared in all kinds of journals, very largely at your
instigation, that my name has not appeared in connection with the design of it when so much of the original work
came from me.’ It would appear that Austin had the vision and gave the airport its distinctive layout, which marked
it out as both modern and something different in airport design. In a further letter of the 4th of April Austin states.
‘There is no indication of the arrow form of the plan or of any of the other distinguishing features which I
introduced, neither does it bear any resemblance to the layout as it is now.’ There was a definite cooling off in
relations although the project continued apace with Austin taking the project to completion. There was still the
question of a final settlement of Austin’s claims on Airwork Limited. Norman flew his own plane down to Dorset
where Austin now lived and they came to an understanding with Austin receiving £230 as full and final payment.
Full list of items as follows:
PLANS: [80 x 120cm and smaller on linen, paper, waxed paper and blueprint (wax paper plans fragile with tears and
some loss, other plans more or less in reasonable contrition but with some affected by tears and edge damage
typical to this type of material.)]
1. Heston Aerodrome Layout Plan [plan] 1 sheet on linen mark on verso ‘Original Layout Scheme.’
2. Another copy on line extended to the east together with 4 associated tracings in colour showing alternative
positions of buildings etc.
3. Another copy on paper with 2 associated tracings in colour showing alternative positions of buildings.
4. Heston Aerodrome Layout Plan for Messrs. Airwork Limited, Cranford, Middlesex [plan] 1 sheet on linen.
5. Another copy on paper with road sections removed.
6. Heston Aerodrome Proposed Clubhouse for Messrs. Airwork Limited, Cranford, Middlesex [sections, floor-
plans and elevations] 3 sheets, coloured.
7. Another set on linen uncoloured.
8. Heston Aerodrome Proposed Cottages [sections, floor plans and elevations] 1 sheet, coloured.
9. Heston Aerodrome Caretakers Cottage & Mess Room [sections, floor plans and elevations] 1 sheet, coloured.
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10. Heston Aerodrome Proposed Clubhouse dated December 1928, [sections, floorplans and elevations] 5 sheets,
coloured.
11. Heston Aerodrome [sections, floor plans and elevations] 2 sheets on linen for the Concrete Hanger by Messrs
A. Jackaman and Sons Ltd; together revised elevation showing a new window design and a pen and ink isometric
pan of the hanger.
12. Two blueprints and a drawing for Hanger designs by Austin but marked Obsolete and superseded by the
Jackaman designs.
13. Pair of Hangers. Heston Aerodrome Steelwork by the Ripon Steel Company Limited [sections, floor plans and
elevations] 1 blueprint dated 24 April 1929.
14. Suggested Steel Framed Buildings for Messrs Airwork Limited (Heston Aerodrome) Designed by the Ripon
Steel Company Limited [sections, floor plans and elevations] 2 blueprints dated 10 August 1929.
15. Two other blueprints of Hanger Designs by Boulton & Paul Structural Engineers, Norwich and another
unidentified proposal by an unnamed company.
16. Heston Air Park, Heston, Middlesex for Messrs Airwork Limited Proposed front and Internal Fittings for
Vehicle Shed [plans elevations and details] 1 sheet on waxed paper and an associated blueprint of the Layout Plan.
17. Heston Aerodrome Proposed Motor Repair Works [sections, floorplans and elevations] 2 drawings and a
blueprint.
18. Set of drawings of details for the interior fittings of the Clubhouse including windows, stair, fireplaces, bars and
fittings, 12 sheets.
19. Eighteen drawings elevations, plans and sections for rejected designs of the airport building.
Other material:

20. Four large photographs mounted on board of ‘Heston Air Port’ showing the a) Club House, b) Dining room in
the Club House, c) Garage Hanger, d) Reinforced Concrete Hanger. [53 x 62cm] corners damaged but not affecting
image) circa 1930
21. A large drawing of an arial view of ‘Heston Air Park’ 1930, by Keith Murray for L. Magnus Austin showing the
unrealized plan for the airport.[70 x 76 cm] (some abrasions and silverfish? damage)
Two publicity brochure’s ABOUT HESTON. Southall: King and Hutching Ltd., 1930 4to, pp. 24, half-tone
illustrations; original yellow and green printed wrappers; HESTON AIR PARK., circa 1930 folding brochure with artist
impressions of the airport, map and list of parking flying instruction etc.
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Photograph album: FOLIO OF ARCHITECTURAL WORKS OF L.M. AUSTIN, F.R.I.B.A. M.T.R.I. oblong folio
24 x 33cm, with 16 mounted photographs mounted on card with typed captions; disbound together with 5 larger format
photographs and three postcard.

A further group of correspondence comprising approx 110 letters from 1934 to 1936 from The Incorporated
Association of Architects & Surveyors; The Royal Institute of British Architects; The Architectural Review; The
International Federation for Housing and Town Planning; Architectural Design and Construction; Aerodromes
Advisory Board (chiefly on airport design and construction), The International Exhibition of Architecture at the
RIBA, and the Aerodromes Committee.

41 [HEY, Rebecca] & William CLARK. THE MORAL OF FLOWERS, Illustrated by Coloured
Engravings. London: Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown, Green, & Longman, and J. Hatchard; and M.
Robinson, Leeds. 1833. £ 650

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. x, [2], 179, errata slip; 24 hand coloured engraved plates; uncut in contemporary green morocco, spine
decorated and lettered in gilt, top edge gilt.
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‘Rebecca Hey, wife of surgeon William Hey III (1796-1875). Her publications included Recollections of Lakes and Other
Poems (1827), The Moral of the Flowers (1835) which ran through several editions, The Spirit of the Woods (1837), Sylvan
Musings (1849) and Holy Places and Other Poems (1859). She was also part of a small circle of friends who produced
five volumes of flower paintings with extracts of poetry and prose, which are now at the Victoria and Albert
Museum.’ (Morgan) 
The fine illustrations are after drawings executed by William Clark, who is described in the introduction as a ‘former
draftsman and engraver to the London Horticultural Society.’ Hey’s poetic thoughts on garden and field flowers
was an expensive work at thirty shillings and probably intended first and foremost as a gift book, but something
more upmarket than the then proliferation of ‘Annuals’.
Simon Morgan, A Victorian Woman’s Place: Public Culture in the Nineteenth Century, London, 2007, p. 64.

42 HOPPER, Thomas. DESIGNS FOR THE HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT. Dedicated by
Permission, to His Royal Highness, the Duke of Sussex. London: Published for the author, and sold by
Mr. J. Weale; Roake and Varty; Boone’s; Mr. Hogg; and Mr. John Williams. [1839-1840]. £ 5,850

FIRST EDITION. Large oblong folio [57 x 83.5 cm], pp. [10] title, dedication, Introduction and subscribers (watermarked ‘J.
Whatman, 1839’); 32 lithograph plates including 4 plans (3 mounted) and 5 tinted lithographs by I. Harris, C. Burton, G. Hawkins
and others after Hopper’s designs and printed by Graf, Day & Hague, Alvey and others (some marginal tears and chips, neatly
repaired); preserved in a later red cloth portfolio upper side with an original original red cloth and lettered label.

A magnificent work illustrating a rejected and derided design.
‘In the competitions for public buildings that formed such a significant feature of late Georgian architectural
activity, however, Hopper was almost uniformly unsuccessful. Disappointment at failure in that for a new General
Post Office, 1819–20, turned to resentment when the building erected to Robert Smirke’s design 1824–8 emerged
from its hoarding bearing, to Hopper’s eyes, a close resemblance to his own entry. Defeated by Barry in the Houses
of Parliament competition, 1835–6, Hopper was one of the most persistent and percipient critics of the competition
judges, setting out detailed grounds for objection in his Letter to the … First Commissioner of his Majesty’s Works (1837);
pursued the controversy in Hopper versus Cust, on the … Rebuilding of the Houses of Parliament (1837); and eventually
went to the considerable expense of publishing his own, amended, designs of the “Gothic of the pure English of
Edward III’s time’ in elephant folio (1840) - a showy, coarsely detailed work that drew on a wide selection of
ecclesiastical architecture: ‘Nearly every ancient edifice has been pressed into his service” (Gentleman’s Magazine, 5,
1836, 525).’ [ODNB]

43 HUMPHREYS, Henry Noel. THE PENITENTIAL PSALMS Illuminated by H. Noel
Humphreys. [London: Printed and Published by Day & Son Limited, Gate St. W.C. [1861]. £ 950

SECOND EDITION. 8vo [17.4 x 12.9cm.] pp. [32] each with chromolithograph text land illumination 1-31; pp. [2] Descriptive
index original blue bevelled cloth intricately decorated in gilt intertwined with the title on both covers and title on spine, gilt edges.

A beautifully produced gift book and Humphreys’ last example of this form of mid Victorian exuberance of design. 
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It is similar in format and style to the
others: it is an older man’s work with
some very beautiful pages. Strangely, it
contained neither date, nor name of
publisher or printer, and the first edition
omits the name of Noel Humphreys
himself. Noel Humphreys’ illuminated
books are rich and consistent examples
of Victorian gothic design, and are
among the best examples of
chromolithography of the century. No
lithographer is mentioned in any of
them: but most of them were probably
printed under the supervision of Owen
Jones at 9 Argyll Place.’ (McLean p. 110).
This ‘second editions was issued for
Christmas 1866, Day and Son drew
attention to it in their advertisement as
‘An entirely New and Improved Edition.’
which was priced at 21s in bevelled cloth.
The binding in completely different form
that of the original edition of 1861 with a design that leans more Owen Jones than Humphreys. Edmund B King in
his comprehensive bibliography of Victorian Decorated Trade Bindings, 1830-1880 describes and illustrates only original
design for the edition of the 1861 edition and does not mention this new design. Comparisons show that our
edition was printed using a different chromolithograph process which heretofore does not seem to have been noted
by bibliographers. 
Something of a conundrum are the advertisements by Southgate & Barrett to sell off on 18th November 1861 of
the entire remaining copies of the work apparently before it was published. 
OCLC: 2760210.

44 [INDIA]. PUNCH IN INDIA. [Issues 1, 4-12 only]. Bombay: William Charman, at the Bombay
Gazette Steam Press 42 Meadow Street. September, 1865, January-February, April-October,1866.  £ 1,850

4to, pp. [1], 2-12; [2], 33-42;[2] 43-52; [2], 53-62; [2] 63-72; [2], 73-82; [2], 83-92; [2], 93-102; [2] 103-112; [2] 113-122;
uncut and stitched as issued.

Like its namesake Punch in India is an irreverent satire but here directed at Anglo-Indian life.
We can find only one extant copy of this publication for February 1866 that is now held at the British Library. This
is somewhat inexplicable if we take the statement in the first number that 100,000 copies were printed, the editorial 
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notes that even copies on silk were run off the press for several influential personages, still even if the claims of the
print run is exaggerated the survival of the work is almost non existent.
Each number mimics its British counterpart, each have a full page cartoon commenting on local political
happenings; series of cartoons, much like John Leech, but here on the local dangers of monsoons snakes and bugs
other difficulties for Brits living on the Indian subcontinent. The first issue has relatively little on the Indian
population but cartoons and articles become populated by servants and minor clerks and the various ‘problems’ that
the British faced from their ‘hosts.’

45 [INDIA]. [HOPE, Miss Evelyn Ellen. Compiler]. ORIGINAL PHOTO ALBUM documenting
British India as recorded by the sister of the Deputy Commissioner at Bara Banki at the turn of the
twentieth century. [India, Bara Banki, etc.] [c. 1896-1905]. £ 1,500

Original Album, 30cm x 25cm, with 22 large photo’s (20cm x 15cm), 44 smaller photo’s plus a wide variety of printed ephemera,
tipped in dried plants and some pencil sketches; album in half green calf over cloth boards, spine ruled in gilt, some surface wear and
rubbing to joints, otherwise in good original condition.

Fascinating album compiled by Miss Evelyn Ellen Hope (d.1939), the elder sister of the Deputy Commissioner at
Bara Banki, giving an insight in to the British Raj at the turn of the twentieth century.
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The album essentially provides a record of the Deputy Commissioner, Charles William Welby Hope (1864-1926)
and his sister Eliza at Bara Banki in the final years of the nineteenth century, and first few of the twentieth, largely
showing the social circles they moved in, with photographs depicting them both at official and social engagements,
their house, servants, and many more, together with correspondence they both received, ranging from the official to
grovelling letters of apology from servants, both tipped in and loosely inserted.
Perhaps most appealing is the significant selection of printed ephemera tipped in to the album, notable amongst
which is found a large flyer printed in gold at the ‘Anglo-Oriental Press, Lucknow’ of a ‘Programme of Durbar, to
be held in honor of the coronation of King Edward VII, Emperor of India, at Hardoi’ on the 1st January 1903.
Also included are dinner menu’s (at White’s Club, Barabanki and a farewell dinner for Mr. & Miss Hope in 1897),
Invitations (one to commemorate the birthday of Queen Victoria held at Government House, another from Her
Highness the Begum of Bhopal), adverts for sporting events in Hardoi (‘Hardoi Coronation Sports’, ‘Skittle
Gymkhana’) and two flyers printed at the Victoria Press in Lucknow for ‘A fancy fair and flower show’ held at
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Hope’s house in Barabanki. There are also many Newspaper clippings, including one giving an interview with Mark
Twain on this first impressions of India.
The album concludes with a newspaper clipping (dated October 1904) reporting Charles Hope’s transfer, a glowing
report of his time there, and the great sadness his departure would bring to all: 
‘From the time he held the reins of office here, his first thought was given to the sanitation of the district. It is on
account of his supervision that Hardoi possesses the cleanest roads and thoroughfares of all the districts in Oudh.
He ran the Machinery of the Municipality and District Board work to the greatest advantage, without any of those
dissensions which unfortunately are seen in so many other places. Both the Hindus and the Mahomedans liked him
alike as an Executive Officer’. 
Returning to Britain, Charles married in 1916 and retired to Pigeonsford Llangrannog in Wales where he died
without issue in 1926.

46 JONES, Inigo. [PALACE OF WHITEHALL]. The Water Side - Of His Britannick Majesty’s
Palace of Whitehall. The Westminster Side - Of His Britannick Majesty’s Palace of White Hall. The Park
Side. - Of His Britannick Majesty’s Palace of White Hall, the Charing Cross side. London: Publish’d
according to Act of Parliament March ye 29th. 1748 [Decbr ye. 6th. 1748 - May 15th. 1749 - Augt th. 25.
1749]. £ 2,850

Set of four prints [57 x 98 cm] engraved by T. M. Müller [later Miller] junr. Antoine Benoist, Pierre Charles Canot and Edward
Rooker (some small tears, blank edges having a rather ragged look about them, to be expected in such large prints, but not affecting the
image excepting of one print with engraved corner slightly defective). 

A magnificent set of prints showing the Palace of Westminster as Inigo Jones envisioned it. Three of the views are
taken from ground level and that from Charing Cross gives a birds-eye perspective.
It was in the introduction to the first volume of Colen Campbell’s Vitruvius Britannicus (1715), ‘where a patriotic
polemic sets Jones and Palladio alongside one another as models for imitation. This ushered in the architectural
programme commonly known as Palladianism. It was fed by imitation, even copying of Jones’s designs, many of
which passed, from John Webb’s descendants, via John Oliver and William and John Talman, into the hands of
Richard Boyle, third earl of Burlington, Campbell’s pupil and subsequent arbiter of the movement.’ [ODNB].
Clearly this set of prints is connected to the Inigo Jones revival at this period being derived from Jones’ original
plans and drawings. 
The principle engraver of these works is the rather invisible Tobias Müller. He arrived in London with his more
famous brother Johann Sebastian Müller, later plain John Miller (1715-1792) who was a noted botanist who
provided engravings for many books in the mid eighteenth century including Thomas Chippendale’s Director. Tobias
seems to have flourished until the 1780s and applied his art mostly to architectural work.
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47 KEYNES, John Maynard. THE GENERAL THEORY OF EMPLOYMENT INTEREST AND
MONEY … Macmillan and Co., Limited, St. Martin’s Street, London. 1936. £ 1,250

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [i] blank, [i] advertisement, xii, 403; in the original blue publisher’s cloth, spine lettered in gilt,
minor sunning to spine and some light surface wear, otherwise still a very good copy.

First edition of Keynes’ General Theory: the most influential economic work of the twentieth century which helped to
shape economic and social life in the west for over forty years and still has its committed followers today. 
‘Few would dispute today the main thesis of this epoch-making work, or could imagine the furore of disagreement
aroused by its first appearance. That national budgets are major instruments in a planned economy, that financial
booms and slumps are controllable by governments rather than by laissez-faire is now a universally accepted
doctrine. Roosevelt’s ‘New Deal’ was the first important application of the Keynesian doctrines’ (PMM).
Moggridge A 10.1; Printing and the Mind of Man, 423.

48 LEONARDI, Camillo. THE MIRROR OF STONES: in which the Nature, Generation,
Properties, Virtues and various Species of more than 200 different Jewels, precious and rare Stones, are
distinctly described. London: Printed for J. Freeman, 1750. £ 850

FIRST EDITION IN ENGLISH. Small 8vo, pp. 240 (recte 160); tear in the text of C2 without loss, small hole in margin of pp.
217/8 with loss of one or two letters; gathering A4 / A5 loose, evenly lightly browned; contemporary sprinkled calf; worn and
rebacked; contemporary ownership inscription Andrew Pringle, most likely Lord Alemoor (d. 1776), appointed sheriff of Wigtown in
1750 and who is known to have had a good library, at head of title.

First English edition, first published in 1502 as Speculum lapidum. ‘In this famous lapidary, Leonardi classifies over
250 types of hard gems and stones according to their colour, hardness, porosity, weight and transparency. A third of
the book is devoted to an alphabetical listing and description of particular stones, while another third is occupied
with astrological and magical images carved on gems and their occult significance. The author, physician to Caesar
Borgia, had gathered his materials from many of the older writers, but “he shows some indications of having come
under the influence of the newer methods of study which were about to be advocated by Agricola and his followers,
in that he treats of certain physical properties of minerals…” (Adams, Birth and Development, 1938)’ (Schuh,
Bibliography of Mineralogy, 1).
This rare English translation omits the section on gemstones, which the translator announces to publish later and
separately. ‘Such a separate work, however, never appeared. In addition to summarising the contents, the translator
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(preface) provides a lively and amusing account of the rarity of previous editions and the lengths to which one
English nobleman went to obtain a copy on the Continent’ (Sinkankas).
Sinkankas 3896; Wheeler 83a; ESTC T146554.

49 [LEVER, Charles] & BROWNE, Hablot Knight ‘Phiz.’ illustrator. NUTS AND
NUTCRACKERS. London: Wm. S. Orr and Co., Paternoster Row; William Curry, Jun., and Co., Dublin.
MDCCCXLV. [1845]. £ 125

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. viii, 232; etched frontispiece and 5 etched plates and numerous illustrations in the text by H.K.
Browne ‘Phiz’; original decorative red cloth the upper cover and spine decorated in gilt, (chipped at head).

‘Nuts and Nutcrackers, is a high-spirited hut tiny volume of essays, one of the only works in which Lever and Phiz can
be justly accused of caricature. It contains six neat steels by Phiz, including ‘Honourable Members’, in the half
man/half animal style of Charles Le Brun and fifty-two(!) wood engravings.’

50 LOCHNER, Andreas. ORIGINALZEICHUNGEN FÜR SILBERARBEITER, GÜRTLER etc.,
entworfen, gezeichnet u. herausgegeben von A. Lochner auf Stein gravirt von D. Loesti. München,
[published for the artist], 1849. £ 450

FIRST EDITION. Folio, lithograph title and 16 lithographic plates by E. Losti, one with a short folded turn-in; title cropped at
head; contemporary cloth backed green marbled boards, the upper cover with a label lettered in gilt, backstrip with gilt-stamped library
number.

A very uncommon collection of mostly neo-gothic designs for silversmiths.
The first work of four such fascicles of designs privately published, by the young and promising artist Andreas
Lochner (1824-55). in 1849. These show a variety of elaborate gothic and renaissance domestic and ecclesiastical
silverware and include flagons, trays, jewel box, epergne, candlesticks, a reliquary, etc.
Lochner was the child of poor parents who both died early during his childhood, Lochner was apprenticed to a
silversmith and continued his education through travelling and working in Northern Germany. In the late 1840s he
settled at Munich in order to support himself where he worked on designs for silversmiths at night and studied
during the days at the Academy.
No copy recorded in OCLC or any reference work consulted; KVK locates one copy in the Museum of Abensberg
with six lithographs only.
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51 [LOTTERY GAME]. LOTO ENFANTIN ou loto des images. Paris: Marque Déposée JFJ., [n.d.,
c. 1890]. £ 500

12 lottery cards (234mm x 120mm), 72 wooden pieces and 32 counters; one piece supplied in facsimile and one counter in wood; in the
original decorative cardboard box (260mm x 184mm), some rubbing and dust-soiling, but still a very good condition.

An attractive boxed lottery game, something akin to bingo, likely manufactured in Germany for the French market. 
Each player received a board with images of 12 everyday objects, such as a bucket, spectacles and tennis racket. The
counters with corresponding images were then evidently drawn, the player calling when their counter appeared. The
first to insert all counters in to the boards was then the winner.

The  dang e r s  t o  a  t r a v e l l i n g  woman

52 MACKNEY, C.H. & WILLIAMS, Watkin. THE KISS IN THE RAILWAY TRAIN. London:
published by B. Williams, 11 Paternoster Row. 1864. £ 125

Folio, chromolithograph sheet music cover, pp. 7 music, [1] advertisements. 

A mid-Victorian Music Hall song that relies on a double entendre to suggest something more salacious. 
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The song describes a situation in a railway carriage on a train to Brighton. A young lady travelling to the coast when
she met a gentleman in the carriage. She was distracted by his good looks, most especially his handsome moustache!
As the train entered a tunnel she felt a ‘strange sensation on her lips’ and was surprised to discover that the
gentleman’s moustache was attached to her lips! He turned out to be a thief who stole her belongings. 
The title of the book in her lap is called The Heir Apparent suggesting something more than just a kiss. The Victorian
press became fixated on the railway carriages as a place of particular danger to travelling women at this time.

The  I r on  Duke ’ s  magn i f i c e n t  f un e r a l

53 MACLURE, Andrew. OBSEQUIES OF THE LATE ILLUSTRIOUS FIELD MARSHAL THE
DUKE OF WELLINGTON: SEVENTEENTH NOVEMBER, 1852, K.G., G.C.B., &c. &c.
Seventeenth November, 1852. London: Maclure Macdonald and Macgregor, Lithographers to the Queen.
[1852]. £ 975

FIRST EDITION. Large folio [63cm x 45cm], lithograph title, portrait and 6 tinted lithograph plates; small ink library stamp,
ex RIBA, on verso of plates; later red half calf over purple cloth boards, spine lettered in gilt.

A magnificent, if somewhat morbid, commemoration of the Iron Duke’s funeral.
The artist fairly wallows in the sombre occasion. The six illustrations showing: The Lying in state at Chelsea
Hospital - Departure from Horseguards - Passing Apsley House - Passing Trafalgar Square - Arrival at St. Pauls - -
Interior of St. Pauls. 
A leaden sky seems to cast a shadow over the funeral cortège giving Maclure every opportunity for Chiaroscuro
effect. Quite apart from the subject matter the series provides some magnificent views of London.
Not in Abbey.

54 MARY READ & Co. Publishers. THE BEAUTES ARCHITECTURALS DE LONDRES.
Edition Polyglot. En Fracais, Anglais et Allemand. Paris: H. Mandeville, London: Ackermann & Co and
Read & Co. [1851]. £ 950

Oblong 4to, parallel text in three languages, pp. iv, 54; 36 engraved plates including engraved vignette title; each measuring 230 x 160
mm; occasional spotting; original publisher’s red cloth the upper cover with blocked with an image of the Crystal Palace, spine lettered in
gilt.
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The series of steel-engraved plates by Read, Chavanne and Shepherd had originally appeared as part of Read’s
Mighty London Illustrated. This copy was issued by the French agent Madeville with 24 selected views of London and
eleven of the Great Exhibition. The format was intended as a memento for visitors to London and the Exhibition
following its close. 
Images of the Crystal Palace from the Serpentine, the North Transept, American Department, British Department,
Dante’s Temple and the grand opening on 1st May 1851 are included.
See Adams 213 and Abbey, Scenery, 252-3.

55 MASON, William Hayley. GOODWOOD ITS HOUSE, PARK AND GROUNDS, with a
Catalogue Raisonné of the Pictures in the Gallery of the Duke of Richmond, K.G. London: Smith Elder,
and Co. Cornhill. 1839. £ 85

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. viii, [3] 12-215, [1]; frontispiece and 5 engraved plates (dampstain to fore edge of plates; original
green cloth, spine with gilt lettering; somewhat shaken worn and soiled).

Clearly one of the copies used at Goodwood with a pencil note on the front free endpaper ‘Duchess drawing
Room’. The text with crosses and notes on possible attributions and afterthoughts in ink and pencil throughout.

56 MATTEI, Francesco, and Edoardo ERCOLI [editors]. GUIDA GENERALE DEGLI
ITALIANI IN GRAN BRETAGNA. London, [Edward Ercoli & Sons Ltd], 1939. £ 425

THIRD EDITION, ENLARGED.
4to, pp. xvi, [advertisements, printed
on pink paper], [4], 319, [1, blank],
[8, supplement], [321]-474, 2,
blank], [xvii]-xxxii, [advertisements,
printed on pink paper], highly
illustrated throughout; margins a little
browned; otherwise well-preserved in the
original publisher’s cloth-backed
illustrated boards; extremities a little
worn.

An extremely rare work published
by the Fascist Party showing the
Italians of Great Britain
subscribing to Mussolini’s
ideology. 
To what extent the British
population of Italians acquiesced
to such propaganda is left unclear;
however, the extensive lists of
Italian households and businesses
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(often with images of the premises) seem to show some agreement with the policies of Mussolini’s Italy. The work
probably helped the British to round up Italians for internment during World War II, which probably goes a long
way to explain the works rarity.
The first two advertisements are for English translations of Hitler’s Mein Kampf and Benito Mussolini’s Autobiography
followed by extensive articles on fascist institutions and good works in Britain, including many articles on the key
members of British Italian society. The work also includes several hundred illustrations of Italian shop fronts and
small business that were soon to disappear form British Wartime streets.
OCLC lists the no first edition of 1933 with a second of 1936 at Cambridge, and this edition at the British Library
and Cambridge.

Autho r ’ s  Own Pr o o f  Copy  o f  b o t h  S e r i e s ,  and  a  S e c ond  S ta g e  o f  P r o o f s  o f  t h e  f i r s t  S e r i e s

57 MILLAIS, John Guille. RHODODENDRONS AND THE VARIOUS HYBRIDS, in which is
set forth an account of all species of the genus Rhododendron (including Azaleas) and the various hybrids
[‘First’-Second Series] … London: Longmans, Green and Co. 39 Paternoster Row. 1917 - 1924. £ 3,250

PROOF COPIES. Three volumes, folio pp. xi, 267 [1]; xii, 363, [3]; 114 plates including 34 coloured, 28 collotype and 52 halftone
plates the latter with several images to each sheet; occasional light spotting; original publisher’s half red morocco over cloth, spines with
raised bands, ornamented and lettered in gilt.

A unique copy of this great work.
Vol. I: Printed on thinnish proof paper, each sheet bearing the printers date stamp, the Index having the heading
‘Index’ instead of index of Chapters I-VII’ as published. All plates are ‘Proof before letters’ with manuscript
captions in ink or pencil, and mostly shorter in size than the text; several pulls of the half-tone illustrations 2, 3, and
4, are hear pasted together.
Vol. II; printed on proof paper different from that of the first volume, each sheet bearing the printer’s stamp, and
pp. 1-24 being in duplicate but without the leaf of index. All text after page 192 in ‘galley’ form printed on one side
only, the set-up being different from that of the published state. The plates are not ‘proofs’ as they are in the first
volume, but many have manuscript page numbers to indicate their place in the collation.

The copy of the First Series is without the illustrations (with one exception - a coloured plate) but bound in at the
end are 207 illustrations which were used in the preparation of the book, 67 of them in colour and 140 in collotype
or half-tone, a number of the latter being excised from different published works. The text is printed on thinnish
proof paper (with the exception of 8 leaves on a thicker paper), each sheet having the printer’s dated stamp. Four
pages (109-112) are printed on one side only. Page 1 of the first chapter bears the heading ‘Introduction’ instead of
‘Love of gardening and gardens’ as in the published state, page 6 of chapter 2 is still without the title-heading.
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Together with: Millais’ own proof copy of the first volume in a different stage, with chapter one still headed
Introduction instead of Love of Gardening and Gardens, as in the published version. Each sheet is bearing the Glasgow
printers Robert Maclehouse’s stamps, dated September 12 to October 26, 1917. The extra-illustrations at the end
include a few which were used in the published works, others are hand-coloured lithographs, original photos, or
printed colour photos. This unique copy collates as follows: Pp. xi, 267 (pp. 109-112 printed on rectos only) on varying
paper qualities, including thin proof paper, without the illustrations of the finished work - apart from one colour
plate, bound in at the end 207 mounted illustrations in various techniques used for the preparation of this work.

The  f i r s t  p r i n t e d  c o n f e s s i o n  o f  an  a l c o ho l i c

58 [MONTAGUE, Basil & LAMB, Charles]. SOME ENQUIRIES INTO THE EFFECTS OF
FERMENTED LIQUORS. By a Water Drinker. London: J. Johnson and Co., St Paul’s Churchyard. 1814.

£ 1,250

FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [4], xxxii, 368, [2] ‘Directions for placing the plates…’; 5 engraved plates, some water marks;
contemporary green half calf, repaired with new label to spine.

The first published confessional account of an addiction.
‘The “ungovernable passions” which characterised the habitual drinker took on a new resonance as sensibility
mutated into full-blown Romanticism. For a generation obsessed with the limits of experience, the drunkard was far
too intriguing a figure to remain confined to the pages of sermons and medical tracts. The drinker’s literary
confession (a genre so extraordinarily commonplace now it is hard to believe it was once unknown) was about to
make its appearance. Whereas habitual drinkers had previously
been described, diagnosed, defined and dissected from the
outside - by sober preachers, doctors and moralists, they were
about to start speaking for themselves. The first example of
this appeared in a book called Some Enquiries into the Effects of
Fermented Liquors, published in 1814 by “A Water Drinker”.
That “water drinker” was the lawyer and writer Basil Montagu
who was close to a number of leading Romantic writers
including William Hazlitt and Charles Lamb. Some Enquiries was
a strange and idiosyncratic book which fused an early
temperance moralism with a deeply Romantic sensibility. It
contained an extraordinary collection of disparate bits of
writing gleaned by Montagu from an array of sources: excerpts
from The Life of Samuel Johnson, from Benjamin Franklin’s
memoirs and from Thomas Clarkson’s Portraiture of Quakerism;
it cited Thomas Trotter, Benjamin Rush and Erasmus Darwin;
and it contained lengthy excerpts from parliamentary exchanges
which took place in the run-up to the 1736 Gin Act. 
More chaotic than encyclopaedic, it was unlike anything printed
on the subject previously. While most of the material was
already in print, two pieces of writing stood out as remarkably
novel: one an anonymous piece called “On the origin and
progress of drunkenness in a letter to a young gentleman”, and
the other Charles Lamb’s “Confessions of a drunkard”. The
first of these prefigured in almost every detail the kind of
temperance narratives that would become widespread from
around 1830 onwards. Written in the form of a letter from
father to son it describes the journey from convivial pleasure to
poverty, sickness, tragedy and death; from the student drinker
as the “prince of fine fellows” to his deathbed as “a martyr of
INEBRIETY!” Had it been written twenty years later, it would
have been utterly conventional. In 1814, however, it was a
literary oddity. 
‘“Confessions of a drunkard” is an even more remarkable
example of early temperance literature. We know far more
about “Confessions of a drunkard” than the epistolary tale discussed above. Though anonymous, it was written by
Charles Lamb and had been originally published a year earlier in The Philanthropist a journal edited by Montagu’s
friend, and leading Quaker, William Allen. We also know that Lamb later published it as an Elia essay in the London
Magazine in 1822 - and that this time he appended an irate riposte to a suggestion in the Quarterly Review that the
essay was autobiographical (a contention which failed to convince those who knew Lamb well). The fact that it was
first published eight years before Thomas De Quincey’s Confessions of an English Opium-eater makes it the earliest
example we have of the “confessional” narrative of addiction - a narrative form which would play a central role in
shaping wider cultural beliefs about both what addiction was and how it should be treated’ [Nicholls].
See James Nicholls, The Politics of Alcohol: a History of the Drink Question in England, Manchester University Press, 2010.
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A lad i e s  s e n t im en ta l  j o u rn e y  t h r ough  Gr ea t  B r i t a i n ,  
d e s c r i b i n g  t h e  t r ad e ,  manu fa c t u r e s ,  l aw s ,  and  po l i c e  i n  e a c h  t own

59 MOORE, Jane Elizabeth. GENUINE MEMOIRS OF JANE ELIZABETH MOORE. Late of
Bermondsey, in the county of Surrey. Written by herself: containing the singular adventures of herself and
family; her sentimental journey through Great Britain; specifying the various manufactures carried on at
each town; a comprehensive treatise on the trade, manufactures, navigation, laws and police of this
kingdom, and the necessity of a country hospital. To which is prefixed a poetic index. Vol. I [-III].
London: Printed at the Logographic Press, Printing-House-Square, Black Friars; and sold by J. Bew,
Paternoster row … [1785]. £ 1,500

FIRST EDITION. Three volumes, 12mo, pp. [xii], 144, 169-192, 183-302; [ii], 72, 97-348; [vi], ii, 286; irregular
pagination in places; with leaves D6 & D7 in vol. III expertly supplied in facsimile using contemporary paper; apart from a few marks
in places, a clean copy throughout; handsomely bound in recent half calf over marbled boards, spines ruled in gilt with red morocco labels
lettered in gilt; a very appealing copy.

Very rare first edition of this informative treatise by Jane Elizabeth Moore detailing her ‘sentimental journey’
through Great Britain, and describing the trade, manufactures, laws, and police in each town.

Jane Elizabeth Gobeil was born on 30 September 1738 into a family of merchants and traders. Her maternal
grandfather had been indentured to a silversmith and engraver, and her father was engaged in leather trade and
manufacture. Jane’s mother died three years after her birth, and for the next three years she was raised by her
material great-grandmother. When her father married a woman he had known for fifteen days, Jane returned to his
house but was soon sent to her stepmother’s sister. The couple separated when Jane was ten, and for the next three
years she alternated between home and schools. Jane had early demonstrated a “talent at trade”, transacting
“business of consequence” when she was only twelve, so when she returned home in May 1753 she was “put to the
desk” and began to handle her father’s accounts; eventually she was, in effect, running his business. Although
initially she preferred business to marriage, when Moore proposed she accepted him; determined “not to be
obligated to any man breathing”, she also bullied her father into dowering her with “a daughter’s share” of the
business. She was married on 10 October 1761. In the next three years she bore two children, both of whom died,
and continued in both her father’s and her husband’s businesses. When her father died, she learned that he had not
provided for the promised dower; “I may be pardoned if I say my grief much sooner subsided, th[a]n it would
otherwise have done”, and she engaged in a six year lawsuit contesting the will.
‘Much of the second volume of Jane’s Memoirs alternates among descriptions of her subsequent business concerns,
her illnesses brought on by overwork, and her travels throughout the United Kingdom. In 1773, amid the
difficulties of wartime trade, she learned that her husband was having an affair with her maid, and the following five
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years are punctuated with further discoveries of his mistresses and her stepson’s various peccadilloes. Moore
suffered several stokes and then a relapse after being abused by his drunken son; by the spring of 1781 “widowhood
seemed inevitable” (p. 316), and Jane too was ill. This volume of the Memoirs concludes somewhat with her
husband’s death and the subsequent financial difficulties. Volume three is an analysis of Britain’s economic state.
Jane justifies such a treatise “from a female pen” by reminding the reader that she is “wholly conversant” with trade
and manufacture, and the volume ranges from fisheries and “mechanism and ingenuity in general” to coinage,
customs and excise, and several chapters on English law’ (Smith: Life-Writings by British women, 1660-1815: An
Anthology [2000], pp. 227-237).
Besides the present work she published a volume of Miscellaneous Poems in 1796. The date of her death is unknown.
OCLC records four copies worldwide, at UCLA, Trinity College, Harvard & the British Library.

60 MÖRNER, Karel Gustav Hjalmar, Count.MISCELLANEOUS SKETCHES OF CONTRASTS
DRAWN BY HJALMAR MÖRNER. London, Published by R. Ackermann, 96, Strand, 1831. £ 300

Folio, 6 lithograph plates printed by C. Hullmandel, with several scenes per plate; original printed brown upper wrapper bound in;
contemporary roan-backed vermilion boards.

Sole edition of these studies of social scenes and encounters with representatives of different professions and
classes that includes one vignette featuring Napoleon watching a game of chess.
The painter, draughtsman, engraver and lithographer Hjalmar Mörner (1794-1837), the nephew of a Swedish court
official and minister of defence, was an acclaimed self-trained painter and mezzotint artist. Hjalmar, an autodidact as
well, received a grant to stay in Rome from 1825 to 1828. He worked in London from 1830 to 1836, before moving
on to Paris. 
Thieme-Becker, XXV, p. 13.

61 [NEW ZEALAND]. THE GAME OF ROUND
THE DOMINION. The Eastern Highway [title on lid].
Harborne: Johnson Bros. (Harborne) Ltd. Chad Valley
Works. [1907].                                                          £ 650

Offset colour-printed playing board (folded vertically in the middle;
measuring 36 cm. sq.) with four counters dice and wooden tumbler painted
in the British colours; well-preserved with original cardboard box (9 x 9 x
4cm) with colour-printed label on lid, printed rules inside lid; corners a little
worn.

This is the earliest game solely devoted to New Zealand that we
have seen.
The game is designed for 2, 3, or 4 participants who race their
clippers to the centre of a map of New Zealand divided into a
spiral of 196 squares, the winner is the first to land on the last
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square that includes the capital Wellington - such hazards for the clippers include storms, contrary winds, wrecks,
etc. all of which send the player back several squares. Considering the date of the game there are no steamships
plying the waters around New Zealand, as clippers had all but ceased to trading in these waters by the first decade
of the twentieth century.

62 [NUGENT, George Nugent Grenville and Anne Lucy, Baron and Baroness]. LEGENDS OF
THE LIBRARY AT LILIES By the Lord and Lady There. In Two Volumes. London: Printed for
Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown, Green, & Longman, Paternoster-Row, 1832. £ 225

Two volumes, 12mo, pp. vi, [2], 359, [1]; [4], 350; contemporary green half calf, spine decorated in gilt with red title label; signed by
White, 24 Pall Mall.

The work was actually the joint production of Baron George Nugent and his wife, Anne Lucy Poulett, with each
Legend initialled with the either a ‘G’ or ‘L’ (or a combination of both) to indicate authorship of the individual
pieces.

Tait’s Edinburgh Magazine, [Vol. 2 1832, p. 395] gave an endorsement, if not an overwhelming one, to the work,
although it firmly ignores the joint authorship! ‘The Legends of the Library at Lillies will be eagerly read, from the name
of the writers, by those who are not very exacting in the character and pretensions of their books of amusement,
and will be valued for their intrinsic power of imparting pleasure at many other firesides; insinuating, meanwhile,
some useful lessons to flirting husbands, and manoeuvring mothers. In conclusion, we must say, that the best of
Lord Nugent’s works is his late address to the electors of Aylesbury, which also, we have no doubt, is an emanation
of the Library at Lillies. It made us expect something more in these volumes than is found in the mere novel of the
day, and we have not been disappointed.’

A Work ing  S cho o l  f o r  Po o r  Ch i l d r e n  i n  London

63 [ORPHANS]. A PLAN FOR THE ESTABLISHING A WORKING-SCHOOL, for the
Maintenance, Education, and Employment of Poor Children, especially Orphans. And also Rules for the
Execution and good Government thereof. Proposed to the Consideration of all who are or may be
Subscribers thereto. London, John Ward, 1758. £ 2,250

FIRST EDITION. 4to, pp. 15, [1]; margins a little dusted in places, printed on heavy paper; in early nineteenth century half calf
over marbled boards, rebacked with spine lettered in gilt; with the armorial bookplate of Ferguson of Raith on front pastedown; a very
appealing copy.

Rare first edition of the Plan for the establishing a Working-School in which the author proposes a school for poor
children, especially orphans, from the ages of six to fourteen years old, the plan containing the rules covering such
matters as diet, medical inspection, education, work to be undertaken etc.
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The Orphan Working School was established by a group of nonconformists in 1758, at Hoxton, for the reception
of 20 destitute boys. In 1771 it moved to the City Road and two years later a building was erected for 35 boys and
35 girls. By 1846 1,236 children, both boys and girls, had been received into the institution when it was proposed to

move the school again, this time to a healthier
position at Haverstock Hill, in the vicinity of
Belsize Park. In 1988 the school, now called the
Royal Alexandra and Albert School, was
relocated in Reigate (Surrey).
This was one of several similar proposals for
social reform, including the establishment of
charitable institutions for poor children in
London during the 1750s. [See, e.g. others by
Fielding, Hanway, Massie and Saunders Welch].
The present proposal was evidently based on
purely philanthropic and Christian (but non-
denominational) motives.
‘Amongst the various objects calling for
compassion, and the aids of charity, poor
children, especially orphans, always have been
justly esteemed some of the principal,’ claims
the author of the present Plan. ‘Witness,
amongst other excellent institutions, the great
number of charity schools, in and about this
city, erected and supported with the kindest
design, and at no small expence. And yet
experience has long shown, how ineffectual
these are to promote their valuable intention;
how little they answer the expence at which they
are carried on. Their defects are too obvious to
need enumerating; the subject of daily
complaint; and lamented most by those who are
most conversant in such matters. Children are
formed for stations above what Providence
designed them, or the public good requires. In
the intervals between learning, they are left
exposed to all the snares of indigence, evil
example, and bad company. And for want of
being trained to industry and diligence, contract

habits of sloth and idleness, and are sadly exposed to the temptations thereof. Strange therefore it would be, if in an
age so distinguished for charity as the present is, this important object of it should alone be neglected: and that
while so many are wishing for something further to be done, none should attempt it. Such an attempt is now
made…’. 
Goldsmiths’ 9415.13; Higgs1817; Kress 5747; ESTC records two copies, at Harvard and Massachusetts State;
COPAC adds copies in the National Library of Scotland, in Durham and at London University, not in the British
Library, OCLC does not give additional locations.

64 [PADDINGTON RAILWAY STATION]. TODD, J.S GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY. THE
FUTURE OF PADDINGTON STATION. London, GWR, September 1928. £ 950

Small folio, typescript, ff. [ii], 52, 1 mounted photograph, 14 folding plans and architectural elevations (some coloured) and 1 folding
table. original cloth, upper cover with tile in gilt with this copy designated to the ‘Chief Goods Manager.’

Todd of the Chief Engineer’s Dept. of the Great Western Railway was commissioned to prepare this report by Felix
Pole, Chairman of the Company. Todd envisaged radical changes to the whole Paddington site. 
Some of the most sweeping changes involved the transforming of the terminus into an ‘end-on’ as against a ‘side’
station by extending the platforms into the Lawn and building new offices and passenger facilities along Praed
Street. The hotel was to be demolished and rebuilt on Westbourne Terrace; handsome coloured elevations by the
architects, Henry Tanner of Hanover Square, have been included.
Furthermore, Todd proposed to replace Brunel’s original station roof and discusses three alternative strategies. One
of these was to provide a combined station covering and aerodrome ‘in view of anticipated developments in aerial
transport affecting railways’. Todd discussed this proposal with Sir Sefton Brancker, Director of Civil Aviation at
the Air Ministry and Brancker’s ‘Memorandum on future establishment of aerodrome in the inner area of London’
is included. However, the proposal favoured by Todd himself was the extension of the existing roof and the
replacing of the Brunel spans in reinforced concrete to match the existing outline. Other, less startling
developments included the reconstruction of the overground Metropolitan line as a tube line and the demolition of
Royal Oak and Bishop’s Road stations, rearrangement of the track layout to provide more platforms and greater
flexibility, new junctions for the underground railways and various subways.
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Luckily, the slump of the 1920s was taking hold and none of Todd’s bold plans were realised. Instead, during the
1930s, a modest modernisation of the track layout and the rebuilding of the suburban station took place together
with the extension of the existing hotel and the provision of a new office building (1933 by P.G. Culverhouse).

An item of the greatest rarity, existing in a handful of copies. Ottley lists a copy in the PRO, presumably part of the
GWR’s own archive.
Together with a 1947 report Notes on the proposed Reconstruction of Paddington Station which was dusted off from the
1928 report but this time the advent of the Motor car was threatening the Paddington site. Nationalisation of the
railways seems to have stopped this less destructive plan; and a volume of Statistical Data with observations
passenger flow time taken to buy a ticket ‘3rd Class’ at 28.8 seconds and ‘Time taken by Taxis to arrive, unload and
depart at 75.6 seconds. 

65 [PAINTERS]. AN HISTORICAL AND CHRONOLOGICAL LIST OF THE PAINTERS
Printed by Tho. Aris, for S. Harding at the Bible and Anchor on the pavement in St Martin’s-Lane. Price
6d. Printed broadside [360 x 470 mm] arranged in two columns each of which is further subdivided into Master; Born;
Disciple of; Liv’d in; Excell’d in; Died and Age.

[bound with:] ORLANDI, Pellegrino Antonio. REPERTORIUM SCULPTILE-TYPICUM: or a
Complete Collection and Explanation of the Several Marks and Cyphers By which the Prints of the best
Engravers are distinguished. With an alphabetical Index of their Names, Places of Abode, and Times in
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which they lived. Translated from the Abcedario [sic] pittorico of Pellegrini Antonio Orlandi. London:
Printed by S.G. for Sam. Harding, at the Bible and Anchor on the Pavement in St. Martin’s Lane.
MDCCXXX [1730]. £ 385

12mo, pp. 69, [1]; wood engraved monograms; bound together in original? half calf, joints repaired.

The broadside is far rarer than the book with which it is bound; from the imprint it would appear that Samuel
Harding ran off his Historical and Chronological List at a later date than the Repertorium Sculptile-Typicum which ESTC
tentatively places around 1740. This date is justified for the advertisement at the end of Harding’s 1739 edition of
Palomino de Castro y Velascoings An Account of the Lives and Works of the Most Eminent Spanish Painters makes clear
that copies of both book and broadside, bound together, could be had at 1s 6d.
We have not been able to identify from which work the Historical and Chronological List may have been transcribed, it
could have been an original work by Samuel Harding pulled together form various reference works of the period.
Harding used both works to advertise his various business activities at the Bible & Anchor, an address that he
inherited from his father John in 1734, as at the end of the Repertorium he shows that he was dealing also in prints,
advertising that ‘He buys any collection of books of sculpture, or single prints.’
The work with which the broadside is bound is the first English translation of the print section of Orlandi’s
Abecedario pittorico first published at Bologna in 1704.
ESTC locates five copies of the broadside at British Library, Oxford, National Trust and in the USA at the Getty
and Yale.

66 PARRY, John Orlando. RIDICULOUS THINGS: Scraps and Oddities: some with and many
without any meaning. London: Published by Thos. McLean, 26 Haymarket, June 1st 1854. £ 950

Folio [40 x 28cm], lithograph title and 32 lithograph plates each printed in a separate colour; some old repairs with no loss to images;
contemporary blue cloth; spine lettered in gilt.

John Parry (1810-1870) was a versatile actor, singer and artist who moved seamlessly between stage, concert and
parody. 
‘In 1842 Parry abandoned the stage for the concert room, and began singing, with Anna Thillon and Joseph
Staudigl, in pieces written for him by Albert Smith (The Athenaeum, 10 June 1843, 556). He then accompanied
Camillo Sivori, Liszt, Sigismond Thalberg, and others in a concert tour around the United Kingdom, during which
his powers as a pianist and his originality as a buffo singer were widely recognised. In 1849 Albert Smith wrote an
entertainment entitled Notes, Vocal and Instrumental, which Parry produced on 25 June 1850 at the Store Street Music
Hall, Bedford Square, London, and illustrated with his own large watercolour paintings. In it he indulged in
monologue, sang in different voices, played the piano, and made rapid costume changes. The entertainment was a
great success and proved more acceptable to the audience than any one-man show since the time of Charles
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Mathews the elder. Parry then appeared at Crosby Hall, Bishopsgate Street, at Willis’s Rooms, King Street, St
James’s, and in the provinces. On 17 August 1852 he brought out a new solo entertainment at Store Street, called
The Portfolio for Children of All Ages (Sunday Times, 23 May 1852, 3), which he continued with much success until
August 1853 (The Athenaeum, 13 Aug 1853, 970). The strain of such a schedule had proved too much, however, and
the fits of nervous hysteria from which he had suffered for some time left him no option but to retire from public
performance.’ [ODNB] 
Almost every plate contains tableaux which probably reflect Parry’s stage entertainment’s. These include parodies of
Albert Smith’s Mont Blanc shows, minstrels, concerts, head-dresses, dolls, pantomimes, silhouettes, ghosts goblins,
music and wireworks among other ‘Ridiculous Things.’ All have great charm and clever detailing but it is difficult
sometimes to distinguish, in these plates, between humour and the ‘nervous disorder’ that had affected him.
Scarce: OCLC records four copies in North America, at Yale, Kent State, Bethel Theological Seminary and
Hennepin County library.

67 [PEEPSHOW]. THE AREAORAMA. A View in the Regent’s Park. London, S. & J. Fuller, 34
Rathbone Place. May 1, 1825. £ 1,500

Upper hand-coloured engraved view of a ruined mausoleum, with irregular peephole, 6 hand-coloured engraved scenes with central part
cut away, hand-coloured engraved back scene, all mounted concertina style, folding down into original slipcase with printed label; some
surface wear and rubbing to extremities, otherwise in very good original condition.

The peepshow itself is in very fresh, bright condition, and shows Regents Park as a distant prospect through a series
of bucolic frames, appropriately peopled and attired in rural dress; the latter frames with the newly built Park Circus
and York Terrace. An excellent subject with more than the usual number of scenes, and scarce. 
Hyde-Gestetner 193.

The  f i r s t  u s e  o f  Graph i c a l  S t a t i s t i c s

68 PLAYFAIR, William. THE COMMERCIAL AND POLITICAL ATLAS, representing, by means
of stained copper-plate charts, the progress of the commerce, revenues, expenditure, and debts of
England, during the whole of the eighteenth century. The third edition, corrected and brought down to
the end of last year… London, Printed by T. Burton… for J. Wallis… 1801. £ 1,500

8vo, pp. xv, [1], 96, [2], with 26 coloured engraved plates, two folding, although the last plate of the ‘Chart shewing variations in the
price of the sack of flour at Marks Lane for 10 years’ is supplied in expert facsimile; with the engraved bookplate of Cheshunt College
Library on front pastedown, and their neat stamps on title page; in contemporary marbled boards, expertly rebacked and recornered,
spine ruled in gilt with red morocco label lettered in gilt, some rubbing to boards, otherwise a very appealing copy.

Third and best edition, originally published in 1786, and again in 1787. The present edition adds new information in
light of changes in Europe, the French Revolution in particular. The fine plates depict the import/export trade of
various countries using graphical statistics - their first application to the study of economics. The first part of the
work deals with the trade of England with various parts of the world, including North America, the Indies, Russia
and Africa. The second part deals with financial matters; the revenues of England from 1550 to 1800, the National
Debt, the operation of the Sinking Fund, the expenses of the navy and army, and the price of flour from 1791 to
1801.
‘There are few differences between the first and second editions … There are, [however], much more substantial
differences in the third edition. Instead of 40 plates containing 44 charts, there are 28 plates containing 33 charts.
The most significant omission is the bar chart showing the exports and imports of Scotland. Gone also are charts
showing trade data for England, Holland, and the United States. Three charts showing aspects of the national debt
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as it related to annuities and interest rates were also dropped. Missing also are the five charts, attributed to James
Corry, representing economic data from Ireland. Two new charts were added. The first, in Plate 19, is a rather
elaborate large area chart on a flyout showing the annual revenues of England and France as well as the interest on
debt. This chart includes a chronological display at the top which shows the reigns of English, British, and French
monarchs. The other new plate is not numbered, although it is given a figure of 26 in the index and referred to as
Chart XXVI in the text.

Although much of the data are brought up to date, the tables of numbers are no longer incorporated. James Watt
had advised their inclusion in the earlier editions to allay possible concerns regarding provenance or accuracy. In
fact … the tables call attention to Playfair’s lack of concern for accuracy, and so Watt’s wise counsel had an effect
opposite to what he intended. Playfair’s goals were didactic and at times polemical, rather than analytical, and his
freehand drawing of the variations in imports or exports is sometimes hard to reconcile with the numbers. While he
certainly made small errors and technical mistakes, the most egregious problems concern his interpolations between
data points. On many occasions, the ups and downs of the lines are fanciful and probably reflect Playfair’s
prejudices rather than the likely values of the missing data …
Despite the minor numerical errors, the technical slips and graphical functions that are occasionally more fanciful
than accurate, all three editions of the Atlas introduced an astonishing number of novel charting constructions that
are still in common use today’ (Wainer and Spence, introduction to Playfair’s Commercial and Political Atlas and
Statistical Breviary, 2005, pp. 16-23).
Goldsmiths 18232; Kress B.4431; this edition not in Einaudi; see Wainer and Spence, introduction to Playfair’s
Commercial and Political Atlas and Statistical Breviary, 2005, pp. 14-32.

An a t t emp t  t o  c o n t a c t  h e r  e s t r ang e d  f am i l y ?

69 [POTTS, Ethelinda Margaretta]. MOONSHINE. In two volumes. Vol. I [-II]. London: Printed
for Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown. 1814. £ 950

FIRST EDITION. Two volumes bound in one, 8vo, pp. viii, 260; [ii], 232, [ii], 233-271, [1] blank, [12] index; some
occasional minor spotting, otherwise a clean copy throughout; in later green half calf over marbled boards, spine lettered in gilt, light
sunned, but still a very good copy.

Scarce first edition of this voluminous collection of epigrams and poetry by the little known Ethelinda Margaretta
Potts (1757-1836), dedicated to her “Dear Children, To Augment Your Fondness for your Brother, To You,
Behold Him Sent, By Me, Your Loving Mother”. Potts quotes writers such as Samuel Johnson, David Hume and
Alexander Pope, and includes many pieces that whilst light and simplistic, are nevertheless quite fun and perhaps
directed at her own children from whom she was estranged.
‘To one who took dropsical Medicines, For a Shortness of Breath, which prov’d to be the effect of Smoky Chimnies.
These drugs, relief shall never follow,
While Portia like, yon fire swallow;
From this, not water comes your woe,
Boy, for the Chimney Doctor go.’ (vol. II, p. 200)
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Ethelinda was born in 1757 the daughter of the famous Kent
antiquary John Thorpe (1715-1792). She and her sister lived at
Bexley in Kent until her marriage to Dr Cuthbert Potts of Pall
Mall. However the marriage turned out badly as he produced a
hand bill in 1796 exclaiming ‘Fifty pounds reward! Whereas,
Ethelinda Margaretta Potts, the wife of Cuthbert Potts, of Pall-
Mall, … hath absented herself from her said husband, and
cruelly abandoned her three infant children: … .’ This spirited
woman seems to have decided not to sink without trace but
appears to have contested her case vigorously although she
became estranged from her family and apparently an invalid
for a while until the death of her estranged husband in 1825.
Ethelinda appears to have been reunited with her family and
grandchildren before her death at Chelsea in 1836. 
The Monthly Review was not impressed with the work but
correctly conjectured that it ‘appears to be the produce of a
female hand; and, however little we may be suspected of the
grace of politeness, we are always disposed to shew all possible
courtesy and forbearance on such occasions.’ However the
reviewer was not impressed by the content and felt that the
‘work seems to be the emptying of a Commonplace-Book, and
we collect from the preface that its contents have principally
been the result of hours of sickness: but that circumstance can
form no just excuse for a publication, if bad. Parents are
frequently observed to have a peculiar attachment to such of
their children as are weakly, or imperfectly formed; and,
perhaps, it it to the same inclination of the mind that we must
attribute the fondness which authors commonly feel towards
those productions, which have proceeded from their brain in
the hours of its sickness or debility …We do not pretend to
have perused the whole of these volumes; and if any man ever
does, we shall ascribe to him the greatest degree of human
patience and perseverance.’
Ethelinda may of course have had two reasons for publishing her work, firstly to raise some money and secondly to
contact her estranged family. In the introductory pages addressed ‘To the Stranger’ she may be alluding to her
unfortunate situation when she mentions ‘such enemies as may condescend to peruse these pages, will be
sufficiently entertained by innumerable errors’ and ‘know that it was from the want of every other relief in a solitude
of five years, during which, my pen was often employed on the most unhappy business …’
OCLC records five copies in North America, Yale, Library of Congress, NYPL, Texas, Austin and Ontario Institute
of Technology.

70 PRIOUX, Stanislas. MONOGRAPHIE DE
L’ANCIENNE ABBAYE ROYALE SAINT-YVED DE
BRAINE avec la description des tombes royales et
seigneuriales. Paris, Victor Didron, 1859. £ 280

Folio, pp. [ii],104, 27 plates including, 6 chromolithographs heightened
with gold, 9 lithographs printed in sepia and 12 engravings of which 1 is a
double-page plan); light foxing to the final two plates; original printed
boards, cloth spine; a little soiled and rubbed.

A comprehensive study of the Gothic abbey church of Saint
Yved de Braine which had been built between c. 1190 and 1216.
Both the architecture and monuments are examined in detail
with particularly fine chromolithograph plates of the tombs of
Marie de Bourbon, Simon and Jean de Rouci being provided by
the Paris printers Marie.
‘In the spring of 1856 Stanislas Prioux, correspondant of the
Ministere de I’lnstruction publique at Lime near Braine, was
sent to Oxford by the French government to determine the
importance of the drawings for the history of his region. In the
report he submitted on his return, he signalled thirty-two
drawings of special interest, which concerned the abbeys of
Saint-Yved of Braine and Longpont and the cathedrals of
Soissons and Beauvais. During the ten days he spent in Oxford,
he was assisted by both Hackmann and H.O. Coxe, then under-
librarian at the Bodleian; he gathered information about the
collection and traced the thirty-two drawings. Fourteen of them
he used (six reproduced in handsome color) in the study of
Saint-Yved of Braine which he published in 1859. Convinced
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that France was unlikely to obtain the volumes by exchange, Prioux strongly recommended that tracings of all the
drawings be made; he estimated their number at 1500. On the basis of his own experience, he calculated that a year
would suffice for the task. He suggested that, “pour remplir cette patriotique mission … et à peu de frais,” each
département should send a delegate charged with copying the drawings of particular interest to the region.’ [Brown]
See Elizabeth A. R. Brown The Oxford Collection of the Drawings of Roger de Gaignières and the Royal American
Philosophical Society, Vol. 78, Part 5, 1988, p. 40.

‘ r a t h e r  a  n i c e  b o ok ’

71 PUGIN, Augustus Welby. FLORIATED ORNAMENT: A Series of Thirty-One Designs.
London, Henry G. Bohn, York Street, Convert Garden, MDCCCXLIX. [1849]. £ 1,850

Folio [33 x 25.5cms.], pp. [viii], with 31 chromolithographic plates (including frontispiece and title); margins occasionally lightly
spotted, otherwise clean; original publisher’s red morocco-backed cloth, (repaired at extremities), spine lettered in gilt, covers with gilt-
stamped ornaments; contemporary booksellers ticket of B.T. Batsford.

One of Pugins last and finest published works.
‘[Pugin] managed at last to write the text for the book on “vegetable and floral ornament” that he had begun four
years earlier. It was finished on Michaelmas day, 29 September [1849]. Floriated Ornament was published by Bohn,
“uniform with the glossary … [and] rather a nice book” in Pugin’s opinion. It is a beautiful book, now rare, having

been used to destruction in drawing
offices, a stylized English flora. Each
plate shows five designs arranged in a
quincunx within a gold border, the
individual patterns symmetrical round
one or two axes. The common plants
of field and garden, primrose, ivy,
thistle and wild geranium, are
transformed into crystalline shapes,
“principally intended for stencilling”.’
‘The plates, however, as the
Ecclesiologist noted, had little to do with
the text. They had been completed
some time ago. The short introduction
Pugin wrote in 1849 reflected his
change of mind over the last four
years. The phrase “True principles”
turned easily now into “first
principles”; nature not art was the
model: “if we go to the fountain head,
we shall produce a multitude of
beautiful designs treated in the same
spirit as the old, but new in form”.The
Ecclesiologist hoped he would
develop this theme, which offered a
theoretical route out of the dead end
of revivalism, a subject which
concerned architects and their critics
more and more now that Gothic was
so well understood and mere imitation
of the past seemed inadequate. The
reviewer was to be disappointed. He
was disappointed too that Pugin had
used as his source for the plant names
a “beautiful old botanical work …
‘Tabernae montanus eicones
Pantarum’ printed at Francfort in 1590
[?THEODORUS, Jacobus Eicones
plantarum seu stirpium, arborum nempe,

fructicum, herbarum, fructuum, lignorum, radicum, omnis generis N. Bassaeus, 1590]” The review complained that to use pre-
Linnaean names was mere archaism; there could be nothing in Pugin’s principles that required him to practise
Gothic botany. Perhaps Pugin thought differently. More probably he had never heard of Linnaeus, any more than
he had heard of the Renaissance when he wrote Contrasts. The Ecclesiologist also pointed out that there was a mistake,
which it charitably described as a misprint, in the Latin on the title page.’ (Hill p. 423)
See Hill, Rosemary God’s Architect. Pugin & the Building of Romantic Britain 2007.
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72 RACINET, Albert. L’ORNEMENT POLYCHROME, cent planches en or, argent, et couleurs,
contenant environ 2,000 motifs de tous les styles et des tous les âges, depuis l’art chez les anciens jusqu’au
XVIIIe siècle. Deuxième Edition. Paris, Firmin Didot, [n.d., c. 1872]. £ 350

SECOND EDITION. Folio, pp. [4] half-title and title [printed in red and black], iv, 60, [2], [4]; 100 magnificent chromolithograph
plates, each with an accompanying leaf of letterpress letterpress and 140 text illustrations; some occasional foxing but generally a clean
copy; original decorated red morocco backed decorative cloth, gilt, gilt edges.

Considered as France’s own monumental reply to Owen Jones’ Grammar of Ornament. 
Racinet’s visual record in colour of ornament and decorative art from all parts of the world and throughout history
originally appeared in ten instalments between 1869 and 1873 before being published in volume form. A second
series was issued later in the century.
Brunet, Suppl. II, p. 387 (not listing this edition).

73 RATTRAY, James. A BOTANICAL CHART; or concise introduction to the Linnaean system of
Botany. Glasgow: Blackie and Son [George Brookman, printer, Villafield], [1834]. £ 185

Two sheets; one of Botanical orders and one a
typographic and illustrated chart [62 x 50 & 25
x 32cm] each backed with linen, some light foxing
and rubbing; folding into in brown cloth, upper
cover blocked in gilt, lacking ties, covers very
slightly rubbed and discoloured

This convenient and useful synopsis of the
Linnean system, with figures explanatory
of the letter-press was designed by James
Rattray who was a surgeon and teacher of
botany in Glasgow. 
He is probably the same James Rattray
who matriculated in 1809 saying he was
the third son of James, a merchant from
Forfar, Angus. He studied medical subjects
in Glasgow from 1808-1811 (3 sessions)
but did not graduate, instead obtaining the
Licentiate of the Faculty of Physicians and
Surgeons of Glasgow in 1814.
‘This little chart consists of two large
folding sheets, containing all the rudiments
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of the sexual system of botany. The lesser of these sheets, (1 foot long, and ten inches broad,) consists of copper-
plate engravings, of roots, leaves, flowers, fruits, &c. &c. illustrative of the science. The other (2 feet by 20 inches)
contains the letter-press. This is divided into six columns; the two first enumerate the various parts of a plant, and
under the proper heads are given the terms applied to the different forms of these parts, with concise explanations
or definitions, illustrated by engraved figures on the other sheet, and to which reference is made by numbers. The
other four columns give a connected view of the Linnaean system. The first contains the names of the classes, with
a short character of each, and a figure in illustration. The next column contains the orders, with cuts illustrative of
their characters. In the third column the genera are arranged according to their orders, with their most common
English names. The last column contains a complete list of all the species of the Phenogamous plants, and of the
Filices and Musci in Cryptogamif., with the duration, time of flowering, soil, and situation of each. The names of
the genera in the Orders Algae and Fungi, follow with such a number of the species as could be embraced in the
sheet, thus forming a very complete catalogue of all the indigenous plants of Great Britain. The whole is so folded
that the book is but ¼ of an inch thick, 4 inches broad, and little more then 9 inches long. And we think it well
deserving of every recommendation’ [Review in Joseph Paxton. The Horticultural Register, Volume 3 1834, p. 412].

74 [RITZ HOTEL]. HOTEL RITZ. PLACE VENDROME 15, PARIS. Paris: Édité par la Société
de Publications d’ Art. 59, rue de Provence. Juin, 1899. £ 750

Large 4to [34 x 26.5 cm.], pp. 83 [1] imprint, (40) advertisements gravure plate in bistre and several full page facsimiles and halftone
plates of the hotel façade and rooms. original burgundy cloth, the upper cover blocked in gilt, spine lettered in gilt.

A very deluxe production for guests at the newly opened Ritz hotel to be peruse whilst enjoying the luxury of their
surroundings.
Copies were probably left in each of the hotel rooms and therefore available for guest to take away with them,
considering this supposition it seems that guest were not particularly willing to take such a large book and this
probably accounts for sparse number of copies recorded. 
The text gives a history of the area followed by an expansive essay by Louis Énault describing the new hotel and all
the benefits that César Ritz’s had to offer in a building designed by Charles Mewès and a kitchen presided over by
great chef Auguste Escoffier.
OCLC record copies at Drake University, Michigan, Free Library Philadelphia; Waseda University Japan; and the
Bibliotheque Nationale.

75 RUTTER, John. DELINEATIONS OF FONTHILL AND ITS ABBEY. Shaftesbury: For the
Author, London, C. Knight & Co., 1823. £ 950

FIRST EDITION, PRINTED ON LARGE PAPER. 4to, pp. xxvi, 112, 1 f (Appendix C explanation), 4 pp. genealogical
tables, pp. [119]-127; 16 woodcut vignettes in the text (incl. armorial title vignette and end-piece) hand-coloured aquatint frontispiece
(plate 7); additional hand-coloured aquatint pictorial title-page (plate 8); engraved plan (plate 2); engraved section (Plate 3); engraved
section (Plate 9); engraved view (Plate 4) ; engraved interior (plate 5); interior view - hand-coloured aquatint (Plate 6) ; engraved
“specimens” (Plate 10), ; engraved view (Plate 11); engraved view (Plate 12); engraved view (Plate 13); un-numbered engraved view;
lithograph folding plan, mounted on linen and hand-coloured in outline; inserted paper slip before half-title; plates with some spotting and
foxing mainly confined to margins later green straight-grain morocco spine over the original publisher’s printed boards, with an engraved
view on both covers; slightly worn and spotted; spine faded.

‘Fonthill Abbey was one of the most remarkable houses ever built in Britain. A romantic folly, it was designed for
the eccentric collector William Beckford (1759-1844). With money largely acquired from West Indian sugar
plantations Beckford was fabulously wealthy. Although his family origins were distinctly middle class, he was keen
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to claim an honourable lineage stretching far back into the Middle Ages. Beckford therefore invented a large and
noble family tree and decided to use the Gothic Revival style when rebuilding his house. 
‘The most fashionable architect of the day, James Wyatt (1746-1813), was commissioned by Beckford to design his
new house. Wyatt looted medieval England for ideas and
the scale of his building was immense. The house gained
celebrity status … Modest doors and windows are
juxtaposed with soaring traceried windows, assorted
turrets and pinnacles. These jumbled parts together made
up a cross plan, with the phenomenal 225 foot tower at its
heart, based on Ely Cathedral’s octagon. John Martin’s use
of an ominous sky makes Fonthill look even more
extraordinary, depicting a ‘house of horrors’ perhaps?
‘The cost of building Fonthill Abbey was enormous and in
1823, Beckford was forced to sell the abbey and most of
its contents. This sale saved Beckford from suffering the
consequences of Wyatt’s notoriously slack supervision of
his buildings. The tower, built with completely inadequate
foundations, collapsed in 1825. The ruins were cleared
away 20 years later: so that nothing now remains of
Beckford’s fantasy’ (RIBA online exhibition How we built
Britain). Two of the more dramatic views of the building
complex are after congenial drawings by John Martin.’
[RIBA].
The printed boards state: ‘Large Paper with early
impressions, Two Pounds Ten Shillings.’ We give the full
collation, since it is our experience copies vary, sometimes
with the genealogical table as a folding plate, sometimes
with xxiv pages, not xxvi, etc. In this copy appears an un-
numbered plate, and a paper slip ‘Gentlemen desirous of
having Catalogues of the Fonthill Sale marked with prices
of each Lot, and the Purchaser’s name, can be
accommodated at a moderate expense, by application to J.
Rutter, Shaftesbury’, neither of which appear in Abbey’s collation.
Abbey, Scenery, 418. RIBA. RIBA Catalogue III, 2881 

J ame s  Wat t s ’  Copy

76 [SELWYN, George Augustus]. AN ACCOUNT OF ALL THE MANORS, MESSUAGES,
LANDS, TENEMENTS, AND HEREDITAMENTS, in the Different Counties of England and Wales,
Held by Lease from the Crown. As contained in the Report of the Commissioners appointed to enquire
into the State and Condition of the Royal Forests, Woods and Land Revenues … . London, … For S.
Hooper… and Messers. Robinsons, 1787. £ 450

Oblong folio, pp. [iv], 76, 14; occasionally lightly brown-spotted; entirely uncut in the publisher’s blue paper-covered boards, contrasting
white paper spine titled in ink; wear to spine.

An official account containing the names of
the lessees, dates and terms of their leases, real
value, fines &c. together with appendices
which calculate the aggregate value of the land
revenue of the Crown in the time of Queen
Mary’s together with a compendium of the
whole revenues and profits of the Crown
during the reign of Queen Elizabeth. Also
included is a calendar to the surveys of the
estates of Charles I taken by ordinance of
Parliament during the interregnum. 
The accounts are signed by G. Augustus
Selwyn, Surveyor General, and dated Nov.
17th, 1786. There also appear to be three
counter-signatories, Cha. Middleton, John Call
& Arthur Holdsworth, although their status is
unrecorded. 
From the Library of James Watt and family at
Doldowlod; the inked manuscript title “Crown
Leases 1787” on the spine is almost certainly
in Watt’s hand. Watt, from the later part of the
eighteenth century, began buying small parcels
of land as investment and may have used this volume as a ready reference work on current land rentals and values.
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It is interesting to note that William Beckford held “two messuages on the West side of Ayr Street” London until 5
April 1813 at a rent of £50, and that all the gold and silver mines in Shropshire and Staffordshire were rented to the
Duke of Chandos. A particularly pleasing and fresh copy of an interesting source-work.
Narcissistic, self-serving, indolent, and prone to once barbed and now flat commentaries, Selwyn was a man of his
day whose reputation has, deservedly, dated and withered over time.
Kress B.1233; ESTC records six copies in North America, at Harvard, Library of Congress, Chicago, Kansas,
Western Ontario and the Huntington.

77 SHAW, Henry. THE ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF ORNAMENT. London: William Pickering, 1842.
£ 950

FIRST EDITION. LARGE PAPER ISSUE WITH THE
PLATES FULLY COLOURED. 4to, pp. [ii] title printed in
colours, iii-iv, preface, 5-6 list of plates, 60 plates including the
coloured title, and two others printed in colour; some minor spotting
but generally a very good copy; bound in contemporary dark purple
half morocco over marbled boards; spine lettered in gilt. 

Shaw’s skill was to reproduce the work of former times
with an exactitude that has never been surpassed. 
‘In 1836 Shaw’s The Encyclopaedia of Ornament began to
appear in parts; the plates included engraved and
aquatinted stone and copper plates, and a zincograph, all
hand-coloured, and several plates were printed in colour
from wood blocks, which if they appeared before 1840
are probably the first examples of colour printing by the
Chiswick Press. The title-page, dated 1842, when the
work was published complete, is printed from wood
blocks in yellow, blue, green, red and black, all flat
colours with no overprinting. The book was intended to
be practical and cheap (the twenty parts cost a shilling
each, and the bound book was priced £1 10s. or, large
paper, plates coloured, £3) and the Preface states ‘the
Author trusts that the present Collection will be highly
conducive to the enlargement of correct taste in all
branches of decorative art’. It was a modest forerunner of
Owen Jones’s monumental Grammar of Ornament of 1856,
and of the numerous other pattern books which followed
the Great Exhibition. Especially in its large paper fully
coloured version, Shaw’s book is perhaps the most
beautiful of them all’ [McLean, p. 66].
See McLean, Victorian Book Design and Colour Printing.

78 SIMONY, Friedrich. DIE ALTERTHÜMER VOM HALLSTÄTTER SALZBERG UND
DESSEN UMGEBUNG … Als Beilage zu den Sitzungsberichten der philos. histor. Classe der Kais.
Akademie der Wissenschaften (Band IV. 1850. S. 338). Vienna: Aus der Kaiserlich-Königlichen Hof-und
Staatsdruckerei, 1851. £ 250

Oblong folio, [30 × 48cm]. pp. 11, [1] blank; 7
plates including 6 chromolithograph and 1 lithograph;
original cloth-backed printed buff boards; a little
rubbed.

A rare series of colour plates illustrating the
archaeological finds of the ancient Celtic burial
place in the salt-rich mountains of Hallstatt in
Austria. 
The illustrations were taken after drawings by
the natural scientist and pioneering alpinist
Friedrich Simony (1813-96) who was organiser
of the excavations and also collector of finds.
The Celtic origin of the Hallstatt is derived
from ‘halen,’ denoting salt, the only substantial
source of income for the population of this
difficult to access area. During the Bronze Age
the Celtic population of the valley had become
highly developed and technically advanced and
Simony’s work brought the importance to
wider public attention.
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The first plate illustrates the view of Hallstadt seen from the further side of the lake, with further plates depicting
two skeletons, in situ, bronze artefacts, pottery, jewellery, two ornamented swords and a bronze statuette.
Excavations of the burial site had begun under Johann Georg Ramsauer in 1846 and were meticulously continued
until 1846. The precise documentation, using coloured drawings and meticulous detail, set the standard for and
methodology of all future archaeological excavations.
Friedrich Simony was the first to climb over the almost 3,000 metre high Dachstein mountain ridge in 1842, he was
also a talented draughtsman and later a pioneer of Alpine photography. 

The  Hunt  Copy

79 SMITH, John. ENGLAND’S IMPROVEMENT REVIV’D: In a Treatise of all manner of
Husbandry & Trade by Land and Sea. Plainly discovering the several ways of improveing all sorts of waste
and barren grounds, and enriching all earths; with the natural quality of all lands, and the several seeds and
plants which most naturally thrive therein. Together with the manner of planting all sorts of timber-trees,
and under-woods, with two several chains to plant seeds or sets by; with several directions to make walks,
groves, orchards, gardens, planting of hops and good fences; with the vertue of trees, plants, and herbs,
and their physical use; with an alphabet of all herbs growing in the kitchin, and physick-gardens; and
physical directions. Also the way of ordering cattel, with several observations about sheep, and choice of
cows for the dairy, all sorts of dear, tame conies, variety of fowles, bees, silk-worms, pigeons, fish-ponds,
decoys: with directions to make an aviary. And with accounts of digging, delving, and all charges and
profits arising in all fore-mentioned: and a particular view of every part of the pleasant land: with many
other remarks never before extant. Experienced in thirty years practise, and digested into six books, by
John Smith, Gent. Published for the common good. London, printed by Tho. Newcomb, for Benjamin
Southwood, at the Star next to Sergeants-Inn in Chancery lane; and Israel Harrison near Lincolns-Inn.
1673. £ 1,250

FIRST EDITION, SECOND ISSUE WITH CANCELLED TITLE. 4to, pp. [xiv], 270; wanting the initial blank, Bookseller
to the Reader leaf & title-page laid down, title-page with critique of book around margins in ink (‘a most excellent work considering
when it was written’), cut close at head very occasionally touching the running title, some paper browning, well bound in the late
19th/early 20th century in dark blue crushed morocco, spine gilt and lettered with raised bands, all edges gilt; a very good copy.
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A reissue of the 1670 edition with a new title. Amongst other things, Smith drew attention to ‘the great wastes and
decay of all woods and timber in England’, and the need for replanting. ‘Besides dealing with forestry, the book is
concerned with livestock and the reclamation of waste land. The sixth “book” contains an interesting description of
the islands of Orkney and Shetland and the fishing industry in those parts’ (Henrey). The work is prefaced by a
report by John Evelyn, written at the request of the Royal Society.
‘The present work …completed in 1668, but not published until 1670 for lack of means. Evelyn in his
commendatory letter refers to the second edition of his Sylva, then preparing, but observes that the two books may
be published ‘without the least prejudice to each other’. Smith’s book was re-issued with a cancel title in 1673’
(Keynes).
Hunt 328 (this copy); Keynes John Evelyn 145; Kress 1345; Sabin 82865; Wing S4093.

80 STIRLING MAXWELL, Sir William. ANTWERP DELIVERED IN MDLXXVII. A Passage
from the History of the Troubles in the Netherlands. Illustrated with facsimiles of designs by Martin De
Vos, Franz Hogeberg and others. Edinburgh, David Douglas, 1878. £ 450

FIRST EDITION, NUMBER 228 OF A LIMITED EDITION OF 250 COPIES. Large folio, 470 × 350mm, printed on
Dutch paper.; pp. xiii, [i], 49. [1], XI, [3]; 4 plates of lithograph facsimiles printed on both sides; extensively illustrated in black and
red with many initials head - and tail pieces text illustrations and plates; endpapers with the design of Stirling Maxwell’s ciphers and
arms; original cloth decorated in yellow and black diagonals with the repeated arms of Don John and Antwerp; original printed and
decorated green oil cloth wrapper with the central arms of Don John and Antwerp.

A stunning example of Victorian printing, the last to be overseen by the ‘Spanish scholar, historian, and virtuoso’,
William Stirling Maxwell, (1818-1878).
The work chronicles the events of 1576 and 1577. In a misplaced effort to quell Protestant claims for religious
tolerance, in 1576 Spanish soldiers devastated Antwerp, destroying a third of the city and killing 7,000 citizens.
Stirling Maxwell’s works are interesting not only for their magnificence, as cost was no object, he received a sizeable
income from coal mining interests, but also his use of the latest technology to illustrate his publications: ‘his
application of the bewildering variety of newly invented photographic processes’ (ODNB). His first major work
Annals of the Artists of Spain, (1847) was augmented with a series of Talbotype Illustrations and is acknowledged as being
‘the first art-historical work to be illustrated by photography’ (Gernsheim). In 1853 he produced a special limited
edition of twelve copies, of his important historical work The Cloister Life of Emperor Charles the Fifth, utilising albumin

illustrations. Not content with the quality of these early productions he began to use every new development in
photography and photo-lithography to illustrate his works. There is little doubt of the intensity of his passion to
attain an outstanding, uniform, and integrated visual and textural product that can probably be considered unique
for his day. 
For Antwerp Delivered Stirling Maxwell not only selected the most important extant illustrations of the events, but
chose initials, head- and tail-pieces, taken from connected contemporary publications. Each was carefully
considered by their relevance to the events described together with an extensive explanation of their content and
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association given however small the illustration. A form of colour coding is prevalent throughout the work; black
for illustrations of people and events and red for contemporaneously associated publications. The use of Dutch
paper is also no accident but an attempt to further integrate and meld the whole production. 
As with almost all Stirling Maxwell’s printed works, Antwerp Delivered was produced on a strictly limited limited
edition, with only 250 copies available by subscription at three and a half Guineas; a further ten copies, of which
eight were for sale, printed on vellum and priced at Twelve Guineas. In the latter part of the nineteenth century
Stirling Maxwell’s writings were very highly prized; no substantial collection was complete without an example of at
least one of his works. During his lifetime most of the print run of these lavish works were given away to the
authors’ tight circle of antiquarian and bibliophile friends, and were usually inscribed by the author with the
recipients name red inked. What proportion of the present edition was ever actually sold on the open market is
remains uncertain, but was certainly restricted.
The colophon states that ‘the plates and ornaments of this work are reproduced in photolithographic Facsimile or
Drawn on Stone by G. Waterston and Sons & Stewart. The typography is by Thomas & Archibald Constable.’ As
with the equally sumptuous posthumous publication Don John of Austria, of 1883, it was probably Robert Brydon,
author of Art in Scotland a protégé of Stirling Maxwell, who saw to it that the design element was as the author
intended.
OCLC: 5911805.

81 [STONEHENGE]. GOODWIN, Corporal W. S. A REMARKABLE COLLECTION OF
ORIGINAL PLANS, MAPS AND DRAWINGS OF STONEHENGE. [circa 1865-1880]. £ 2,200

Second Corporal (later Corporal) William Sydney Goodwin (1833/35-1916) of the Royal Engineers was a surveyor,
artist, and modeller attached to the Ordnance Survey under Sir Henry James. It is doubtless Goodwin who did the
surveying work for James’ Plans and photographs of Stonehenge … published in 1867 and further it is Goodwin in his
corporal uniform who can be seen in several of photographs in that work.
This survey was the first accurate plan of Stonehenge to make use of modern accurate equipment and Goodwin was
clearly intrigued by the site. The largest plan in this group of documents, joined together from several sheets,
appears to be one of the sketches taken down during his survey of the stones preparatory to the zincograph
reductions published of Stonehenge. Clearly since Goodwin’s survey several of the stones have been re-erected but
also other stones appear to have moved slightly.
Goodwin is known also to have built a model of Stonehenge at this time as it is recorded as having been exhibited
in 1869 at the Itchen Loan Exhibition as noted in The Hampshire Advertiser on 7 July 1869 and later at an evening
event at the Ordnance Survey in Southampton which was described in The Architect of 10 August 1872, p. 78. There
may have been several models of different size made by Goodwin for the group of documents including card cut-
outs of different sizes as templates probably to plan out a model base.
A contemporary account of Goodwin’s work was given by Sir Francis Bond Head in his work The Royal Engineer
London, 1869: ‘2nd Corporal Goodwin’s Model of Jerusalem and its environs, executed in a composition made by
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himself, exhibiting all the streets, the city wall, the mosques of Omar and El Akhsa; the Church of the Holy
Sepulchre; the Pools of Hezekiah and Bethesda; Zion, with the Protestant Church on the north, and the Mount of
Olives, Valley of Kedron, Valley of Hinnom, the Protestant school, and English burying-ground on the south; the
whole constructed by Goodwin, aged 33, from contoured maps made under the command of his Captain by
Colour-Serjeant McDonald, and a party of sappers sent out to Jerusalem for the purpose, the expense paid chiefly
by Miss Burdett Coutts. A model section also made by Corporal Goodwin of passages and chambers in the Great
Pyramid of Egypt, with models of the kings’ and queens’ chambers therein. Arranged on the floor, all ready to be
packed up, various instruments for surveying Mount Sinai : Corporal Goodwin to accompany the expedition to
model the hills and general features of the country, inscriptions, &c. ; Corporal Brigly, to sketch hills; Corporal
Malins, to survey; Colour-Sergeant McDonald, hitherto in charge of the photographic department, chief surveyor
and photographer.’ (p.283).
The possibility that his travels and the resulting modelling also brought him into contact with the works of Piazzi-
Smyth and other writers hoping to decipher the ‘code’ of such ancient monuments is clearly apparent in the
conjectural lines and calculation Goodwin has added to a number of the documents. His sketches and plans attempt
to connect Stonehenge with Old Sarum, contours in the land, and other ancient landmarks lead to a proto theory of
‘ley lines.’ Goodwin may have been something of a mystic too, Southampton Art Gallery holds several
watercolours, produced later in life that have a distinct dreamy quality about them.

1. A plan of the Stonehenge site showing the stones drawn in ink, the area sectioned into 16 quartered squares with several larger lines
drawn through from outlying stones. Titled at the foot in pencil ‘Original Survey of Stonehenge 1867 By Sir H. James Col. R.E., and
Corporal W.S. Goodwin R.E.’ Approx. 44.5 x 54.5cm.

2. A pencil and watercolour plan titled ‘Plan of Stonehenge 1867’, a table at lower left noting the 130 original large and small stones,
a red hexagonal design in red ink marked over the top and positioned over the stones. 17 x15 cm.

3. A printed grid with pencil drawings (to both sides) showing Stonehenge within an Hexagonal pattern, and other Wiltshire features
pointed out. Approx. 21 x 24 cm.

4. A pair of ‘Plan of Stonehenge’ lithograph prints taken from James’ work on Stonehenge, both heavily annotated in pencil by
Goodwin showing distance and other markings. One separated along horizontal fold. Approx. 24.5 x 34 cm. Additionally, two
similar engraved prints with similar pencil annotations, though slightly cut-down.

5. A sheet with various Wiltshire historical sights (Stonehenge, Grovely Castle, Codford Circle, Sarum, Salisbury Cathedral) showing
a pattern of lines between them. Approx. 25.5 x 39.5cm.

6. A original unsigned watercolour drawing of rocks (23 x 11 cm.) 

7. A pencil drawing of a rock titled and dated at foot ‘Plan of stone halfway between Friars Heel and Stonehenge 1867’, signed by
initials in the lower left corner ‘W.S.G.’. Approx. 29.5 x 15 cm.

8. A sheet with pencil writing, titled ‘Levels’ showing the triangulated levels between Stonehenge, Sarum and Grovely Castle.

9. An overhead pencil plan of Stonehenge with an Hexagonal pattern overlapping the top.

10. Two large pencil plans of the Stonehenge site, drawn on large sheets of paper, the largest approx. 126 x 118 cm., the other 74 x
55.5 cm. Both probably to scale, showing grid lines drawn between points on various rocks.

11. A c.1887 printed Ordnance Survey map of the land around Salisbury showing the land contours marked in maroon ink, and their
height inserted in pencil. Heavily creased and torn.

12. Three card templates (of varying size up to 40 x 38.5cm.) of the Stonehenge stones from above, each stone excised to enable
Goodwin to make scale drawings or models.

Together with a letter from the City of Southampton, dated 1977 thanking the then owner for lending the collection ‘about Stonehenge
kept by W.S. Goodwin that you were so kind to lend us in the past.’ 

82 [SUDANESE RAILWAY]. THE
NILE-RED SEA RAILWAY. London:
McCorquodale & Co., Limited, Cardington
Street, London, N.W. [1906].           £ 1,500

Oblong folio, [24 x 38 cm]. ff. 47, [1] imprint, folding
coloured map; original red morocco, upper cover panelled
in gilt with title, silk endpapers.

The line was constructed to connect Khartoum
with the sea, heretofore a rail-line had been built
north from Khartoum to Wadi Halfa on the Nile
some 100 miles south of the Egyptian State
Railway terminus at Aswan but this railway did
not help to open up the country to commerce or
give the British security.
Sudan had come under British control soon after
the Mahdist Revolt in 1898 so it was thought
that a link to the Red Sea would facilitate the
opening up of the country to commerce through the newly created Port Sudan and also protect the country form
any further insurgency.
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The album includes photographs of ancient port of Suakin; the building of harbours, distillation plant, workshops,
railway sheds, pontoons, steam cranes, views of the unforgiving plains and hills along the route, ‘Camp of the
Advanced Party,’ ‘The First Day’s Work.’ several views of camps, working parities embankments, railheads cuttings,
station buildings, bridge erection, water tanks, engines, wagons, and all the clutter of railway construction.

83 [SWISS GOLDSMITH’S CATALOGUE]. TARIF DE L’ORFEVRERIE H. FRIES Successeur
de Rehfues & Cie Bern’. Bern: Imprimerie Rieder & Simmens [circa 1866]. £ 950

4to [330 x 415], pp. [2] title, [6] price list; 26 albumen photographs each mounted on card with tinted frame original cloth, the upper
cover blocked in blind and lettered in gilt.

An unusual trade catalogue and an early example of illustrating wares with photographs.
Henry Fries was an eminent goldsmith in Zurich. Sometime in 1860 he expanded his business by incorporating the
Bern goldsmith Rehfues & Cie. Probably it was at this moment that he thought to produce this rather deluxe
catalogue as a statement of his newly acquired establishment. 

The first photograph illustrates a rather grand three storied building incorporating their shop. The shop was actually
incorporated into a corner of the newly built Banque Fédérale Suisse at Bern, to emphasise his links with the capital
the glass door entrance is lettered with the company’s Zurich address in the Zwingliplatz. 
The first six photographs show specially commissioned work including one with the title ‘Dufour Aufsalz, 1866,
Hohe & Fus.’ which helpfully establishes a date for the catalogue. The following 20 photographs each have a variety
of domestic silver items each numbered in order for customers to tabulated each article against the descriptive price
list at the beginning of the work.
Why Fries decided on photography, rather than the more usual lithography of the period, was probably to enhance
his prestige through novelty of having the original drawings photographed and so impress his clientele with the
modernity of the firm. The catalogue is far too grand to have been anything other than for enticing potential
customers to make a choice whilst on the premises. Possibly a few were sent to important patrons, but if this were
so only this and one other copy are now known.
Our copy seems to have been gifted to the University at Bern in 1920 but as it had never been given any accession
number, or indeed any other library mark, it would appear to have been fairly quickly de-accessioned.
OCLC records Bibliothek für Gestaltung Basel & at the University of Basel only.

Char i t y  S cho o l s  i n  P r o t e s t an t  I r e l and

84 [SYNGE, Edward]. AN ACCOUNT OF THE ERECTION, GOVERNMENT AND
NUMBER, OF CHARITY-SCHOOLS IN IRELAND: to which is added an appendix containing certain
forms, &c. relating thereto. Dublin: printed for J. Pepyat, 1717. £ 1,850
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FIRST EDITION. 4to, pp. 44; title printed within double-
ruled border; with contemporary ink erasures and a marginal
note; bound fairly recently in old-style quarter calf over marbled
boards, vellum corners, spine simply gilt and labelled; A fine,
crisp, copy.

Scarce first edition of this detailed account in which
Edward Synge points out the spectacular rise of the
charity school movement in Ireland. In 1708 there were
344 charity schools educating some 8264 children. By
1717 these figures had risen to 1248 schools providing
places for 27,000 children. 
The author first addresses the need for charity-schools,
where they might be located, rules that should be
observed by “the persons concern’d in charity
schools”, financial requirements, charitable subscribers,
and suggests orders to be observed by the masters and
mistresses. Children should attend school from 7 to 11
am and from 1 to 5 pm in the summer (to 4pm in the
winter). Among other things, teachers should “teach
the children the true spelling of words, make them
mind their stops, and bring them to read slowly and
distinctly”.
Thereafter, Synge gives an account of charity schools in
the various Irish counties, an appendix (pp. 34-44)
prints model forms for subscriptions, apprenticeships
(boys), legacies, a “fault bill”*, a list of suitable books,
the costs of clothing both boys and girls, and
recommendations for teachers and school housing. A
salary of £8 per annum together with a school house,
lodging, and garden “may be sufficient for school
masters in country towns and villages”. And the author
concludes “that the whole charge, of rescuing a poor child from the utmost misery, that can spring from poverty,
ignorance and wickedness; and of putting him in a way, by the Grace of God, of being good and happy both here
and hereafter, is only nine pounds; so much being sufficient, at the foregoing computation, for his cloathing and
schooling for 5 years and for putting him apprentice at the end of that time”.
* The “Fault Bill” is a sample chart recording each pupil by name, the day of the week, and identifying what faults
were committed by each child. Recordable faults included: “absent from church”, “late at church”, “playing at
church”, “late at school”, “absent from school, or truanting”, “cursing”, “swearing”, “stealing”, “unmannerly”, and
“lying”.
Edward Synge (1659-1741), archbishop of Tuam, had been installed as the chancellor of the parish of St. Werburgh,
Dublin, in 1705, and for the following eight years was one of the most popular and effective clergymen in the city.
OCLC & ESTC on-line records one copy only in North America, at the Huntingdon; not in Hanson, Goldsmiths
or Kress.

85 TAYLOR, Rev. Isaac. SCENES IN EUROPE AND ASIA, for the Amusement and Instruction
of little Tarry-at-Home travellers … A New Edition. London: J. Harris, St Paul’s Church-Yard. [circa
1835]. £ 185

SECOND EDITION. 12mo, pp. [4], iv, 117, [1] blank;
[2], iv, 108, [12] ‘New and Useful Books’ ; engraved
folding map frontispiece vignette on title-page, 32 engraved
plates with 96 numbered images and two folding engraved
maps; original red roan backed boards, rebacked to style,
joints repaired ; contemporary name on front free endpaper
‘John B. Tucker, 1835’.

Taylor was not for avoiding the unpleasantries of
life and included scenes of whipping in Russia; the
throwing of dogs into the suffocating vapours of
the Grotto del Cani in Italy and abandoning the sick
and aged to die in Tartary among his ‘Amusement
and Instruction.’ 
‘The major changes in text from the new edition [a
previous new edition was published in 1827] are the in
the Scenes in Europe: the introduction is in prose,
not verse; there are two new sections (Orcades;
Jerusalem); there are additions to the sections on
Asia Minor, Siberia, Japan Isles, and Persia;
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Hanover and Saxony have been added to the section of Germany; in the section on Swiss Peasants, the Diorama
and Colosseum in Regent’s Park are alluded to; in the section on Italy a forty-line excerpt from a poem by
Goldsmith has been added’ [Stewart, p. 637].
Between them the Taylor’s of Ongar, in Essex, produced a great many books for children. The sisters Anne and
Jane were most famous for Original Poems for Infant Minds, and their father Isaac for his Scenes of… series, published
by John Harris between 1818 and 1830, of which this is one. Isaac Taylor (1759-1829) was also an engraver, like his
own father, and a non-conformist preacher.
Stewart, Taylors of Ongar, B6b.

86 [THAMES PHOTOGRAPHS]. TAUNT, Henry William Edward. A NEW MAP OF THE
RIVER THAMES, from Oxford to London, from Entirely New Surveys taken during the Summer of
1871: with a guide, giving every information required by the tourist, the oarsman and the Angler. Oxford:
Henry W. Taunt, 33, Cornmarket-street. [1872]. £ 450

FIRST EDITION. Oblong 8vo [25.5 x 16.5cm], pp. [vi], 67 , end paste-down included in pagination); double lithograph maps
with 79 albumen photograph vignette paste-ons; original green pictorial cloth blocked with gold lettering.

A very good copy (of a work usually found in distressed condition), of Taunt’s illustrated meander down the
Thames.
Taunt was one of Jerome K. Jerome’s Three Men in a Boat, a book that probably would not have been written, or
become so successful, without Taunt’s enthusiasm for the Thames. Taunt was a skilled photographer and
cartographer who’s finely produced guides to the Thames helped to make the river ever popular.
Cohen, p. 209; Westwood and Satchell p. 205 (First edition).

87 TURNLEY, Joseph. REVERIES OF AFFECTION. In memory of that good and beloved prince
His Royal Highness the late Prince Consort who departed this life on the Fourteenth day of December
1861. London: Dalziel Brothers, Camden Press, 1868. £ 250

4to; pp. [xii], 85, [1]; text with printed gold border, 4 photographs; original decorated red morocco, the upper cover lettered with ‘In
Memoriam’ by Riviere, gilt edges; inscribed Mrs H.B. Arnold With the Authors Kind respects Joseph Turnley, Rochfort Tower,
Selhurst Park, 21 Dec. 1868.

A strange work that lies in the realm of the necrophilia element of Victorian art and poetry.
Joseph Turnley was a Justice of the Peace and Deputy Lieutenant for Middlesex, Westminster and the Tower of
London. As Master of the Merchant Taylor’s Company he doubless came into contact with Prince Albert through
who was one of their members. Clearly Albert made a deep impression on Turnley and stirred him to produce his
own ‘In Memoriam’ for Queen Victoria. 

The poem is divided into four ‘Reveries’ each based on a suitable biblical text with a coda on the ‘Visitations of
Angels.’ This costly production with gold borders and illustrated with photographs redolent of Henry Peach
Robinson’s work in photomontage was possibly only for presentation to friends and family. A copy was presented
to Queen Victoria and her secretary ‘had the honour of placing it in Her Majesty’s hands. The Queen desires me to
express her thanks to you for your attention in causing so beautiful a work to be prepared for her acceptance.’
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The Queen did not note the presentation in her journal and no one to our knowledge has bothered to analyse the
text too closely; still an unusual and curious work.
The Truthful Lens 174.

88 [TWISS, Horace]. POSTHUMOUS PARODIES & OTHER PIECES. Composed by several of
our most celebrated poets, but no published in any former edition of their works. London: printed for
John Miller, 25, Bow-street, Covent Garden. 1814. £ 75

FIRST EDITION. 8vo in fours, pp. xi, [i] blank, 102, [1] errata, [1] advertisements; uncut in original light blue boards, drab
paper backstrip (rebacked).

An able series, including many poems that are more travesties than parodies - Johnson’s Prologue spoken at Drury
Lane, Dryden’s Alexander’s Feast, Milton’s L’Allegro - are all brought up to date with topical references. Other poets
plundered for comic effect include Shakespeare, Thomson, Pope, Cowper, Erasmus Darwin and Goldsmith. The
author sticking to the dead no doubt to avoid repercussions.

89 VEGETIUS RENATUS, Publius Flavius. DE RE MILITARI. Libri Quatuor, Post omnes
omnium editiones, opeveterum librorum correcti, a Godescalco Stewechio Heusdano. Accesserunt Sex. Juli
Frontini Strategematon libri quatuor: Aelianus De instruendis aciebus: Modestus De vocabulis rei militaris:
Castramentatio Romanorum ex historiis Polybii. Accessit seorsum eiusdem G. Stewechi in Fl. Vegetium
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Commentarius. Adiuncta ejusdem G; Stewechi & Francisci Modi in Iul. Frontinum Conjectanea, & Notae.
Lugduni Batavorum [Leiden]: Ex officina Plantiniana, apud Franciscum Raphelengium, CIC IC XCII
[1592]. £ 850

SECOND PLANTIN EDITION. 8vo, pp. [8], 320; [8], 480 [32] folding woodcut plate; numerous woodcut illustrations (old tear to
Bb6 without loss); contemporary vellum, spine with black label lettered in gilt.

As the only surviving military text from the Roman period, Vegetius’ work is unique, and constitutes an invaluable
legacy.
Godescalcus Stewechius edition includes one of the earliest and best commentaries of author as he studiously
draws, where possible, on all then known sources. Not the least attractive part of the work are the very fine
woodcut illustrations including some rather fabulous interpretations of Roman siege engines. The military tactics
and strategies described by Vegetius were still being deployed on European battlefields during the Middle Ages,
however the invention of gunpowder in the Fourteenth century rendered the Romans’ machinery and weapons
largely obsolete. Torsion engines like catapults, mangonels, onagri, ‘scorpions’, crossbows and slings illustrated in
this work had by the sixteenth century been thoroughly supplanted by cannons and firearms.
Adams, V-337.

90 WAKEFIELD, Edward Jerningham. ADVENTURE IN NEW ZEALAND. From 1839-1844;
with some account of the beginning of the British Colonization of the Islands… in Two Volumes. Vol. I
[-II] London: John Murray, Albemarle Street. 1845.

FIRST EDITION. Two volumes, pp. x, 482, 16 adverts dated ‘April 1845’ folding line engraved map in pocket at
end; x, 546; original green cloth, spines lettered in gilt hinges of vol. 1 splitting and stamps removed from first gathering of
text with leaving marks).

[with:] ILLUSTRATIONS TO “ADVENTURES IN NEW ZEALAND” By Edward Jerningham
Wakefield, Esqr. [lithograph illustration] lithographed from original drawings taken on the spot by Mrs.
Wicksteed, Miss king, Mrs Fox, Mr John Saxton, Mr Charles Heaphy, Mr S.C. Brees and Captain W. Mein
Smith, R.A. London: Published by Smith Elder & Co. Cornhill. 1845. £ 4,500
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FIRST EDITION. Folio [57 x 38.5 cm], 20 tinted lithograph illustrations on 16 sheets of thin card including, lithograph title
with tinted vignette, 5 tinted panoramas on joined sheets (slightly browned), 10 tinted illustrations printed two to a sheet, 5 tinted
illustrations on single sheets and three sheets with 5 hand coloured botanical specimens; original tinted lithograph upper-cover (as title
illustration) backed in green roan, somewhat worn and browned.

A good, if politically biased, account of the early British settlement in New Zealand.
‘Edward Jerningham Wakefield (1820-1879), settler in New Zealand, was born on 25 June 1820 in London. He
received an unorthodox education, partly on the continent, partly in Newgate prison, and partly at Bruce Castle
School, Tottenham. The castle curriculum was unusual in its emphasis on science and mathematics and its provision
of a measure of student self-government. He attended King’s College, London, 1836–8, before travelling, as his
father’s secretary, to Canada. The next year he sailed with his uncle to New Zealand to establish the Wakefield
colony and remained there until reprimanded by Governor Fitzroy in 1844. According to his critics, most of his
time had been spent in debauchery. His diary of these years, Adventure in New Zealand, and the accompanying
Illustrations were published in 1845, timed to coincide with the New Zealand Company’s campaign against the
Colonial Office. It is well written and offers perceptive commentary on the flora and fauna of the islands as well as
the Maori. The observations on the settlers and government are, as might be expected, heavily biased. Four years
later he again departed for New Zealand with the Canterbury settlers, leaving behind large debts. The political
contributions of this intelligent but unstable man were few: he was elected for a Canterbury constituency in 1854
and was member of the executive council from August to September of that year, being elected again to the house
of representatives in 1876. He married Ellen Roe, the daughter of a Wellington printer, on 3 October 1863, and had
three daughters. Alcoholism destroyed the marriage and he died in distressed circumstances on 3 March 1879.’
Curiously two different publishers were responsible for the text and the atlas volumes. John Murray II died in 1843
and left the business to his wife who was to die in 1845. John Murray III was in the process of buying her out so
1844 & 1845 were a difficult year for the publishing house and they were probably not able to accommodate the
issue of the Atlas volume. 
A note in Vol.1 p. 389 of the text helps to confirm this supposition as Murray was quite happy to print Wakefield’s
notice of the other publishers Atlas: ‘I must refer the reader to a series of lithographic plates from sketches by the
draughtsman and surveyors of the New Zealand Company and other persons, which are published by Messrs.
Smith, Elder, and Co., of Cornhill. I have selected them from the portfolios of the Company, kindly placed at my
disposal for this purpose, as very correct Illustrations of many of the scenes described in this book.’
Abbey Travel 588; Bobins 344/345; Hockham p. 121 and p. 124.

91 [WALKER, Anne, of Dalry]. RICH AND POOR. William Blackwood, Edinburgh: and T. Cadell:
London. M.DCCC.XXIII [1823].

[bound with] [WALKER, Anne, of Dalry]. COMMON EVENTS: A Continuation of Rich and Poor.
William Blackwood, Edinburgh: and T. Cadell: London. M.DCCC.XXV [1825]. £ 450
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FIRST EDITIONS. Two works bound in one, 8vo, pp. [4], 401, 15 adverts; [4], 382, [2] advertisement; uncut in original green
glazed cloth backed boards with original printed label to spine; inscription on front free endpaper dated 1833.

The author is now identified as Miss Anne Walker of Dalry who was an intimate friend of Susan Ferrier. She was
probably, through the influence of Ferrier, introduced to Blackwood’s who was persuaded to publish Anne’s two
novels.The works revolves around a poor, dissolute, grasping and drunken mother and her new born baby Amelia
Bell. They live a fairly hand to mouth existence in Grassmarket of the Old Town of Edinburgh, but through the
charity of the well-to-do, but aloof, classes living in the ‘Enlightened’ New Town they somehow keep things
together. Using Amelia Bell as a foil to link the two works together, it is through her relationship, with those who
wish to help the child to become good and dutiful member of society in her own station of life, that the work
revolves. 
What makes these two works most interesting is that the author Anne Walker was a Methodist, both something
unusual and something of an outsider in respectable ‘Presbyterian’ Edinburgh society. She writes convincingly of
the perfidy of much of the charity of the adherents of the established church in Scotland. It was nowhere else but in
Scotland that the Methodists found a combination of circumstances that made their expansion in Scotland so
difficult. In the end it was the great disruption in the Church of Scotland of 1843 that there was to be a dramatic
religious turning point rather than any serious shift to nonconformity. 
J.G. Lockhart, in his correspondence with John Wilson ‘Christopher North’ neatly sums ups Anne Walker’s Rich
and Poor when he calls it ‘a clever book, but very methodistical.’ The publishers Blackwood and Cadell may have
been persuaded that there was an opening for such ‘progressive’ literature, unfortunately for them the work turned
out to be duds. Both the story line and characterisation are well above the average and the works are is generally a
good read, this was not of much avail as they attracted few sales resulting in still fewer surviving copies.
The original price of 10s 6d for each work was reduced to 18s for the two works bound as here in one volume.
William Brown’s of Old Street, London was offering the work at 5s in 1837, but John Bohn’s in his catalogue of
1843 held out for 8s.
‘The English Novel, 1800–1829’: Update 2 (June 2001–May 2002): 1823: 81; see Memoir and Correspondence of Susan
Ferrier 1784-18, ed. John A. Doyle (London: Eveleigh Nash & Grayson, 1929), p. 169.

92 [WELLINGTON]. [DUKE OF WELLINGTON’S CONTINENTAL VICTORIES] British
Victories in Portugal, Spain & France, 1808 to 1815. London, Edward Orme, 1815. £ 585

14 circular engraved paper discs, each 65 mm diameter, two pasted to underside of lid and bottom of box; contained within circular
bronze medallion style commemorative box, 47 mm. in diameter; bust portrait of Wellington turned to sinister on the upper lid with the
legend ‘Duke of Wellington’, bottom of box depicting with the inscription ‘By his consummate skill as a general he has raised the
British Army to the highest excellence, & himself the most noble & exalted hero, in the annals of history.’

Produced as a memento of Wellington’s chief victories, although it would appear to have been issued before
Waterloo and more probably reissued as a patriotic memento once Wellington was embarking on his final
confrontation with Napoleon at Waterloo. The box was also issued as a medallion and although no maker has been
attributed to the design it would seem to be typical of one of the Birmingham manufacturers of the Regency period.
Brown, British Historical Medals, 885.

‘Nov e l t y  may  r e c ommend  i t  t o  t h e  Lad i e s ’

93 [WHEELER, Ann]. THE WESTMORLAND DIALECT, in three familiar dialogues: in which an
attempt is made to illustrate the Provincial Idiom. By A.W. Kendal: Printed by James Ashburner. 1790.

£ 850
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FIRST EDITION. 12mo, pp. xi, 12-95, [1] blank, [12] Glossary; apart
from a few minor marks, a clean copy throughout; in recent calf backed marbled
boards, spine ruled in gilt with red morocco label lettered in gilt.

Uncommon first edition of this charming provincial guide to The
Westmorland Dialect.
‘Struck with a dialect, which to the Authoress, from her long
residence in other parts of the Kingdom, appeared quite novel, she
was determined to try what kind of orthography could be formed
from it, and accordingly wrote the Dialogue between Ann and Mary,
without any intention of its ever appearing in print, this she read to
some friends, who persuaded her to add some more Dialogues and
publish them, presuming that they might afford an agreeable
amusement to those who take a pleasure in observing the progress
towards improvement, which is daily making the Dialect of every
district and the great difference which exists between the Dialect of
the Country and Town, though in the same County’ (pp. vii-viii).
The author of the work, Ann Wheeler (1735-1804), was a
miscellaneous and dialect writer, educated at Cartmel in Lancashire
who then spent the next 18 years in London, some of it as a
gentleman’s housekeeper. ‘On the death of her husband (a slave-
trading captain), she moved to Arnside in Cumberland … She
published Strictures upon the Inhabitants of a Market Town (as ‘a Citizen
of the World’), Kendal 1789, and The Westmorland Dialect, 1790,
begun on her return north, in three dialogues, and a fourth added in
1802. Her preface foresees that readers may think her “mitch maar
farently” employed in housekeeping than “tae rite sic Maapment
about nae Body knas wha … a Wark ets fit for nin but Parson et
dea”’ (Blain, Clements & Grundy, Feminist Companion to Literature in
English, 1990, p. 1156).
ESTC records four copies in North America, at Yale, Library of
Congress, the Huntington and the Newberry Library, OCLC adds
two further copies at Harvard and Cornell.

94 [WHITE’S CLUB]. ARCHIVE OF MATERIAL RELATING TO WHITE’S CLUB, including
pamphlets, broadsides and other ephemera detailing speeches, orders and lists of names of gentlemen
proposed for the Court of Assistants. [London, 1834-1870]. £ 4,500

This interesting group of documents shows the the wrangles by the club members to wrest back the assets and
property from heirs of the George Raggett (1764-1843) the clubs then owner. 
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White’s, the oldest and grandest of St James Clubs was founded in 1697. In 1811 the club was taken over by George
Raggett, who made a fortune from it. It was Raggett’s practice to sit up late when the gambling for high stakes was
in progress so that he could personally sweep the floor, on which he almost invariably found a few dropped
sovereigns or gaming counters. 
When Raggett died in 1843 he left his property to his surviving children. Raggett not only owned the freehold of the
St. James premises but also the furniture, and all other chattels. For the next thirty years there was an uneasy
relationship between the club’s committee and Raggett’s executors that as time went on became an almost
intolerable burden to the committee. The official history of the Club somewhat glosses over this episode although
the documents point to continued friction between the parties. Eventually the Club bought the freehold and
contents from the family.
The club was in some transformation by the time Raggett died. In 1814 the number of members had risen to 500
and the waiting list was longer than ever. But political enmities led to so much blackballing - despite Harriette
Wilson’s assertion that White’s blackballed no gentleman who tied a good knot in his neckerchief and kept his
hands out of his breeches pockets - that the club rules had to be changed in 1833 when a committee took over from
members the election of candidates (a copy of the Rules dated 1834 is included with the documents). By that time,
however, the Carlton Club had been formed for committed Conservatives in opposition to Brooks’s, and thereafter
White’s became less of a political and more the social club of today.

A Gov e rn e s s ’ s  T rav e l s  Dep i c t e d

95 WICKSTEED, Mary Frances. ALBUM OF WATERCOLOUR SKETCHES relating to
Wicksteed’s travels with the Trevelyan family. [Various places], 1878-1881. £ 1,500

Folio album, [37 x 27cm] 26 leaves of card mounted with 161 watercolours [various sizes from 22 x 25cm to 2.5 x 2.5cm]; original
patterned white card covers. 

A wonderful record of holidays in the mountainous regions of Europe by a governess to three generations of
Trevelyan and Philips children at Wallington in Northumberland.
The album contains a connected series watercolours of Wicksteed and the Trevelyan family holidays to Pyrenees in
1877; Spain in 1878; La Spezia, and the Italian Alps in 1879; Lake Como across the Swiss Alps in 1880; Avignon to
Narborne in France and Wildbad to Stuttgart in Germany in 1881. 
Linking the holidays was the keen climbing interests of the Trevelyan family. As a rule the family visited anywhere
that had the prospect of some mountaineering activity. Wickstted doubtless looking after her three young charges
(Sir Charles Philips (1870-1958), politician and historian; Robert Calverley (1872-1951), poet; and George Macaulay
(1876-1962), historian) whilst their parents George and Caroline headed up the mountains. 
The watercolours are naive but have a real charm about them, many are of mountain views, sunsets, or of local
costumes and colour. It is clear that mountaineering was infectious for it is unsurprising that the three Trevelyan
children also became lifetime devotees of mountain climbing. 
Mary Frances Wicksteed was a governess and companion to three generations of the Philips and Trevelyan families.
She was originally employed as governess to the three daughters of Robert Needham Philips (1815-1890), MP for
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Bury, Lancashire at his home The Park, Prestwich. Wicksteed was closest to the youngest daughter, Anna Maria of
Philips second marriage, but also to Margaret and, the eldest daughter Caroline who was to marry George Otto
Trevelyan in 1869 and so became perpetual governess to generations of both family’s children. Mary Wicksteed
remained with the family and was companion to Anna Maria at The Park until her death in 1906.
Several albums of watercolours appear to have been compiled by Mary Wickstead and were discovered some time
ago at Wallington House. Those albums have unfortunately been dismembered and have sadly lost the continuity of
her pictorial travelogue; three such dismembered groups being sold at auction in 2013.

96 WILSON, George Washington.
PHOTOGRAPHS OF ENGLISH AND SCOTTISH
SCENERY … STAFFA & IONA. 12 Views.
Aberdeen: 24 and 25 Crown Street. 1867. £ 450

4to, ff. 14; 12 photographs each mounted on a card with printed title
beneath; original bevelled green cloth, upper cover lettered in gilt.

A fine example from Wilson’s series of Photographs of
English and Scottish Scenery. By the 1860s with a growing
tourist market steamers provided a 12 hour trip with a one
hour stop at Iona and Staffa, Wilson seems to have taken
slightly more time and can be seen in three of the
photographs sporting his signature ‘Tam o’shanter hat’ and
magnificent beard.
‘Following the success at the 1862 International Exhibition
and after the introduction of the cabinet and album prints,
Wilson began to think of other ways in which he could
extend the range of his photographic activities. He was
already experienced in the tastes of the photograph-buying
public and was well experienced in the tastes of the
photographic-buying public and was well aware of their
preferences for certain views and the way in which these
grouped themselves within particular regions… The first
two volumes of a much longer series were published under
Wilson’s name in 1865 with the general title Photographs of
English and Scottish Scenery, These slim green volumes each
carry twelve photographs accompanied by a page of text

written by Wilson, who relies on a mixture of his own experience and guidebook for descriptions.’ (Taylor p. 128)
Taylor, Roger. George Washington Wilson, Aberdeen, 1981; Gernsheim 309.

97 WOODWARD, Bernard Bolingbroke. WINDSOR
CASTLE. Picturesque and Descriptive … A series of
photographic views taken by Her Majesty’s most Gracious
Permission. London: E. Moxon, Son and Co., 1, Amen Corner,
Paternoster Row, E.C. [1875].                                         £ 185

Large folio [56 x 43 cm], title printed in red and black, pp. [4], 5, [1] blank
and frontispiece and 22 Heliotype mounted plates, each with a descriptive leaf of
text printed throughout in bistre; dampmark affecting corner of a number of
plates but not affecting image. original half red morocco; upper cover blocked in
gilt, spine lettered in gilt, piece missing from foot of spine. 

A very grand work but unaccountably with no acknowledgement of
the photographer. The work however affords a view of the
arraignment of furniture and paintings at Windsor during the mid-
Victorian period.
From 1860 Woodward had been librarian in ordinary to the queen at
Windsor Castle. ‘Under the superintendence of the prince consort
began the rearrangement of the collection of drawings by the old
masters at Windsor. He died at his official residence, Royal Mews,
Pimlico, on 12 October 1869; he was succeeded as Royal Librarian
by Richard Rivington Holmes. Woodward was elected a Fellow of
the Society of Antiquaries in 1857’ [Wikipedia].

98 WYATT, Matthew Digby. THE INDUSTRIAL ARTS OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY. A
series of illustrations of the choicest specimens produced by every nation at the Great Exhibition of
Works of Industry, 1851. London, Day & Son. 1851-[1853]. £ 1,250

Two volumes, large folio, pp. [i]-xii, 2; [2]; [6] index, with two chromolithographic titles and 158 chromolithographic plates (small
water-stain affecting the edge of a few plates towards the end of Vol. II), all designed by Bedford and accompanied by one leaf of
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letterpress; occasional very light foxing; contemporary half morocco, decorative spines in compartments with lettering pieces some wear and
damage to extremities and one label missing, edges gilt.

This is possibly the most sumptuous publication documenting the art and design objects exhibited at the Great
Exhibition of 1851 in the Crystal Palace, preceding Waring’s work. Issued in 40 parts of 40 plates (including the two
chromolithographic titles) this book is usually bound in cloth in two volumes and not as here in four luxurious
volumes. With its huge diversity of material (textile, book bindings, cast iron ceramics, textiles etc.) and the
illustration of the exhibits in their room settings, this is the design source book of its day, as well as an important
record of the world exhibition that set the standard for such events up to the 21st century.

Sir Matthew Digby Wyatt (1820–1877) lectured on design and arts at the Royal Society of Arts, who commissioned
him and Cole to report on the exhibition in Paris of 1849. ‘He furnished a remarkably able report, with the result
that in 1851 he was selected for the post of secretary to the executive committee of the Great Exhibition in
London. He was the superintendent for the execution of Paxton’s glass, iron, and wood exhibition building in Hyde
Park and was also responsible for arranging the exhibits, while Owen Jones did the decoration. He received a special
gold medal from the prince consort and a premium of £1000 for his services to the Great Exhibition. As a result of
their collaboration on the exhibition building Owen Jones and Wyatt became close friends. A paper on the
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construction of the exhibition building read before the Institution of Civil Engineers was awarded the Telford
medal. Wyatt further contributed to the literature of the exhibition by editing The Industrial Arts of the Nineteenth
Century (1851), a work which illustrated in colourful chromolithographs a selection of the objects exhibited. When
the exhibition buildings were transferred to become the Crystal Palace at Sydenham, Wyatt acted as superintendent
of the fine arts department, and, together with Owen Jones, designed the courts of architecture with plaster casts
demonstrating the arts of ‘the great civilizations’. A postscript to the Crystal Palace was his appointment as
collaborating architect again with Owen Jones, and Isambard Kingdom Brunel, to design the decorative ironwork at
Paddington Station, London, in 1852’ [ODNB].

‘Ro t t e n ’  b o r ough s

99 WYLD, James. A MAP SHEWING THE PLACES IN ENGLAND AND WALES, SENDING
MEMBERS TO PARLIAMENT Together with the Alterations proposed of the People. London:
Published by James Wyld, geographer to His Majesty, 5 Charing Cross. 1831. £ 550

Hand coloured lithograph map [56 x 39cm], mounted on linen highlighted to show changes that would occur to the franchise with a
printed tabulation below; folding into original green cloth slip case, upper cover with a printed and manuscript label.

The map shows in an elegant and easily understandable form the extent of ‘Rotten’ boroughs throughout England
and Wales.
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Each of the places that were either to lose or gain the representation by a Member of Parliament in the Commons
under the new Bill are neatly differentiated in colour. The expanding cities of Birmingham, Manchester and
Sheffield of the industrial North gained the most from the legislation, with many ‘rotten boroughs,’ especially in the
southern counties, subsumed into neighbouring districts that better represented their populations.
It appears that a copy of this map was used by Sir Robert Peel in his efforts to placate the worst effects of Reform
during the its long journey through both Houses of Parliament in 1831.
On the 27th of July 1831 ‘[Sir Robert] held in his hand a small map which had been lately published, entitled, A map
shewing the places in England and Wales sending members to parliament heretofore, with the alterations proposed to be made by the bill
for amending the representation. In this map he would draw a line, not exactly across the centre of the country, but from
the indenture made in the coast by the Severn to the indenture made on the opposite coast by the Wash. … This
line was not a fanciful one, but one which divided with tolerable accuracy the agricultural from the manufacturing
districts. On the north of this line were situated the great coal-fields of England, with all the manufactures which
depended on them. Taking this line for his guide, he would attempt to prove that the bill gave an immense
preponderance to the northern or manufacturing district, and greatly and unduly lessened the weight and distinction
of the southern district, which comprised the chief agricultural counties of England.’ (Hansard, House of Commons
Debate, 27 July 1831, Vol 5., cc.405-57).

100 YOUNG, John. A CATALOGUE OF THE PICTURES AT LEIGH COURT, NEAR BRISTOL;
the Seat of Philip John Miles, Esq. M.P. with etchings from the whole collection executed by permission
of the proprietor, and accompanied with Historical and biographical Notices … London, Printed by W.
Bulmer and W. Nicol, Cleveland-Row, St. James’s. Published by the Proprietors, 1822. £ 250

FIRST EDITION, LARGE PAPER COPY. Folio, pp. [vi], 32, [2]; mezzotint frontispiece portrait of Miles and 81
engraved illustrations on 33 plates, on India Paper; some foxing to text; original black half roan over pink boards, spine lettered in gilt,
somewhat worn; with the bookplate of the art collector Edward Cheney and a later book label of Easton Neston Library.

A finely produced work documenting the taste of one of the great early nineteenth century collectors.
Sir Philip John Miles was a Bristol ship owner, sugar baron, banker and unsurprisingly also Bristol’s first recorded
millionaire. In 1814 he commissioned the architect, Thomas Hopper to build Leigh Court in a Palladian style with a
Greek interior, additionally commissioning Humphrey Repton to landscape the grounds.
‘In its day this was one of the most celebrated collections in the West of England. It contained works attributed to
Rubens, Claude, Poussin, Titian, Velásquez, Murillo, Raphael, Leonardo da Vinci, Giovanni Bellini, Andrea del
Sarto, van Dyck, Rembrandt, Holbein and a host of lesser Italian and Dutch masters. Many of the pictures had
originally been in the collections of Richard Hart Davis and of Henry Hope. The Miles Collection was sold at
Christie’s in 1884 and many paintings from it eventually found their way into national galleries all over Europe.’
[Herrmann]
Hermann, The English as Collectors, p. 430.
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